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first Romanesqueart of Moissac appearsin numerouscapitals, some deco-HE rated with religious subjects. Larger reliefs are of single figures. The whole

recalls an illuminated Bible in which the miniatures of each book are preceded
by a full-page figure of the author. Initials are fancifully wrought with
beasts and flowers as on some of the capitals.
In the tympanum of the south portal (Figs. 92, 93) the sculpture of Moissac becomes
truly monumental. It is placed above the level of the eye, and is so large as to dominate
the entire entrance. It is a gigantic semicircular relief, five meters and sixty-eight centimeters in diameter, framed by a slightly pointed archivolt in three orders. Its great mass
is supported by a magnificently ornamented lintel, a sculptured trumeau, and two doorposts
of cusped profile, on which are carved figures of Peter and the prophet Isaiah. The portal
is sheltered by a salient barrel-vaulted porch, decorated on its lower inner walls with reliefs
representing incidents from the Infancy of Christ, the story of Lazarus and Dives, and the
Punishment of Avarice and Unchastity. On the exterior of this porch, which is attached
to the south wall of the western tower of the church, the figures of the abbot Roger (II
15I131) and St. Benedict (?) have been set above engaged columns.
In its grouping and concentration of sculpture the porch is comparable in enterprise to
an arch of triumph. The tympanum alone is a work of architecture, for twenty-eight
blocks of stone were brought together to form its surface. That so shortly after the
reemergence of figure carving in stone, such great monuments were attempted, testifies
to the rapidity of development and the unhampered ambitions of monastic builders in the
presence of new means and new powers.
On the tympanum, about a central group of a gigantic crowned Christ enthroned in
majesty with the four symbols of the evangelists and two seraphim, are placed the fourand-twenty elders bearing chalices and various stringed instruments (Figs 93-106). These
verses of the fourth and fifth chapters of the apocalyptic vision of John are almost literally
rendered.
Revelations iv, 2 . . . and behold, a throne was set in heaven, and one sat
on the throne.
3. And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone;
and there was a rainbow round about the throne, in sight like to an emerald.
*For the first installment of this study see The Art Bulletin, Vol. XIII, No. 3.
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4. And roundabout the thronewere four and twenty seats; and upon the
seats I saw four and twenty elders sitting, clothed in white raiment; and
they had on their heads crownsof gold....
6. And before the throne there was a sea of glass like unto crystal: and
in the midst of the throne, and round about the throne, were four beasts
full of eyes before and behind.
7. And the first beast was like a lion, and the second beast like a calf, and
the third beast had a face as a man, and the fourth beast was like a flying
eagle. ....
v, I. And I saw in the right hand of him that sat on the throne a book
written within and on the back side, sealed with seven seals.
8. ....

and four and twenty elders . . . , having every one of them

harps,and goldenvials full of odors,which are the prayersof the saints. ....
The tympanumdoes not rendera specificline of the apocalyptictext but a characteristic
and impressive moment of the vision. It omits the "lightnings and thunderingsand
voices" and the "seven lamps of fire burningbefore the throne;" and althoughthe elders
are given instrumentsand phials, they do not kneel beforethe lamb, as in the verse which
describesthem, "having everyoneof them harps and goldenvials full of odors, which are
the prayers of saints." The two angels with scrolls are likewise abstracted from their
immediate context (Rev. v, 2, mentions one angel, and v, i i, "ten thousand times ten
thousand, and thousands of thousands"),and with their six wings are the seraphimof
Isaiah'svision (Isaiahvi, 2), not John's. Unlike the text of Revelation, Christblesses with
His right hand and holds the sealed book in His left, while the four beasts, whose
evangelisticsymbolismis absent from John, are given the books a later traditionascribed
to them. The crownand cross nimbus of Christare also additions to the originalvision.
The symbols have not the six wings or the many eyes a literal renderingwould demand
(Rev. iv, 8), but only two wings, in departurefromboth John and Ezekiel. Their arrangement about the throne follows the order of the heads of Ezekiel'stetramorphratherthan
the text of John.
With all these modificationsof the vision, the tympanumis yet wonderfullyin accord
with it. A simple hierarchicalconception of the apocalyptic numbersis expressedin its
design. The central and largest figure is the one God; next in magnitude are the two
seraphim; then follow the four symbolic beasts, and smallest and most removed from
Christ are the twenty-foureldersin three rows. The symbolic beauty of this conception,
which is unique in the iconographyof the theme, will be apparent from a confrontation
with some ancient traditionalversionlike the great mosaic of St. Paul's in Rome.9 Here
only the bust of Christis representedin a large medallion,above tiny angels; the symbols
fly in a vast heaven beside Him, while the elders, groupedin two unequalrows of twelve,
are tall figures,as large as the object of their veneration.
Beside this theological contrast of magnitude and number, the abstract elements of
design, the symmetry, and proliferationof energeticallyopposed animated lines, enforce
the vision and acquirea religiouscontent, and the numerousdetails of terrestrialornament
98.

Venturi Storia dell' arte italiana, I, fig. 79.
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and distinctions,unmentionedin the text, contributeto the reality of heavenly splendor.
The meanderribbon,issuing from the jaws of monsters,bounds the whole vision, and is
lost under the wings of the seraphimand symbols, like the heaven of some primitive
cosmogony.
The attributionof reposeto only one figurein the whole tympanum,the seated Christ,
Whois placedin the centerof the field, and the surroundingof this dominatingcenterwith
large figures in most energeticmovement, are conceivedin the very spirit of apocalyptic
imagery. The concentrationof the heads of the numerouslittle elderson the centralfigure
of Christproducesan effect of peripheralwaves of excitementreachingout to the corners
of the tympanum. Ten of the elders sit with legs crossed; the others acquirea similar
animationby the contrastsof limbs and instruments. The wavy lines of the sea of glass,
the meanderingribbon under the archivolt,and the dense, serriedfeathersof the many
wings contribute further to the restlessness of the whole. The focus is maintained
throughout,and all the details revolve about Christ. Even the sea of glass halts for a
moment before His feet; the amplitude of the wave is noticeably greater here in
acknowledgmentof the commoncenter.
The thirty-one figures are symmetricallydistributedin contrasting directions. In the
centeris the vertical Christ; aroundHim the circleof symbolicbeasts flankedby the two
seraphim; and beside and below them, in horizontalbands, are the seated elders. The
zoning of the latter parallelsthe lintel, so that the frieze of rosettes seems a part of the
figure composition,and a great cross is thereby created, of the vertical Christ and the
trumeau,and these bands of eldersand the lintel. The side doorpostsfurtherprolongthe
verticals of the seraphimand oppose the horizontal bands above by their contrasting
divisions; while their scalloped contours flank the trumeaujust as the similarcurves of
the symbolsaccost the centralfigureof Christ.
This architecturalcompositionis stressedby the distinct isolation of all the elements.
The eldersare groupedas separateindividualsin clear alignment. The encroachmentsof
one figureon anotherare only peripheraland never obscurethe latter. The high relief of
the wavy bordersof the horizontalzones provides a definite boundary of the groupsof
elders; and the differenceof scale between Christ, the symbols and the seraphim,creates
an equally effectivesegregation.
The distributionof the figures and the zoning of groups of elders do not correspond
strictly to any underlying architecturaldivisions. The appearance of molded frames
between the bands of eldersis a sculpturedcontrivancerather than an actual jointing.
Likewise,the centralgroupof Christand the symbolsis independentof the structureof the
tympanum, and is composed on several slabs on which figures have been carved without
much attention to the joints. It was inevitable that these should to some extent correspond
to the figures, but the latter are not determined by them. Whatever appearance of architectonic order the tympanum produces is the result of an independent design which has a
decorative regularity and a symmetry to a large extent self-evolved. This conception of

tympanumdesignmust be distinguishedfrom that of Chartresand of Gothic portals, in
which each group corresponds to an architectural division of the registers of the lintel and
the upper lunette. It accords with the latter only in so far as the use of numerous slabs,
as in a mosaic composition, imposed some system or economy on the sculptor and demanded
that he avoid the extension of one figure on two slabs as much as possible. Hence the
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smallerelders are carved singly or in groupsof two upon single blocks of stone; but the
largerChristand the adjoiningfiguresare cut by the joints of severalslabs. Comparethis
with Chartres,where each voussoirhas its own figureor self-containedornamentand the
mainfiguresof the tympana,like Christand the Virgin,are carvedon singleblocksof stone.
Within the symmetrical design and simple arrangementof its numerousparts, the
tympanumincludesirregularitieswhich are manifestlyplanned,but not apparentwithout
close examination.These irregularitiesare not the variations inevitable in human workmanship, to which in sentimental reaction from machinerypeople attributean absolute
aestheticworth,but genuinedistortionsof a sequenceor a canonicalgeometricform. They
produce expressive contrasts and exciting interruptions, in accord with the restless
animation of the tympanum as a whole. Thus the lines below the uppermostband of
eldersare not only wavy and discontinuous;they are not even strictly parallel. The even
numberof figureson the lowest zone and the symmetryof the whole tympanumprecluded
an elder directly beneath Christ. Such a figure would have detractedfrom the exclusive
centralityof the latter and given too great a prominenceto the vertical axis in a primarily
radialand concentricscheme. Yet the sculptor,with a fine feeling for the exigencyof the
design, and in avoidance of a static precision,has arrangedthe heads of the four elders
beneath Christin an asymmetricalseries, so that one is nearerto the axis than the other
(Figs. 93, 104). The parallelrather than divergent diagonalsof the instrumentsconfirm
this asymmetry,and producea conflictof directionswithin the groupof four.
This deviationfrom the expectedsymmetryis as shrewdlysustainedin the lintel, where
thereis likewiseno singlecentralunit but a junctureof rosettesat a point to the left of the
axis of the tympanum and the central division of the row of elders. This slight preponderanceof the right side of the lintel is perhapsdesignedto balancethe arm of Christ
extended at the left. But the shifting of the axes is a corollaryof a moregeneralmovement in the designof the whole.
Just as the ten rosettes are not distributedwith equal intervals, the heads of the elders
show a similarcasualnessin their arrangement,which appearsrhythmicaland necessary
when more closelyobserved. If we numberas i to 8 (fromleft to right) the separateslabs
on which the lowerzone of eldersis carved,we see that the head of the innerfigureof 4 is
fartherfromthe axis than the opposedhead on 5; and in consequence,the intervalbetween
the two heads on 4 is less than on 5; the inner head of 3 is, in contrastinginterval,farther
from the axis than the correspondinghead on 6, and its distance fromits mate is less than
in 6. On each side there is one interpositionof a chalicein a wide interval. But these two
chalices are not symmetrical; one is in the extremeleft block, the other in the fifth, near
the center of the whole zone. If the bosses of the heads are consideredsingleplastic units
of equal magnitude and salience, and the chalices, minor masses, then the pattern of
bump and hollow is hardly as regularas the general orderlinessof the tympanumwould
lead us to expect. On the zone above there are two groups of three elders (Figs. 98, 99).
On the left they are arranged:two, largeinterval,one; on the right the threeare separated
by two largeintervals.
In the symmetricalcentralgroupof Christ,the symbols, and the seraphimthe dynamic
characterof the co6rdinationis especiallyapparent. The sevenheadsforman ellipticalfigure
of horizontalmajor axis in contrast to the dominantvertical Christ and in closeraccord
with the shapeof the tympanum. The wings of the lion have been turnedupwardto connect
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his head with the left seraph,a modificationof the symmetryof the two lowerbeasts,which
adds wonderfullyto their energeticmovement. In contrast to the flexed arm of the left
seraph,the left arm of the other seraph is designedto complete the ellipse of the heads.
The impliedfigureis not really an ellipse,but a moreirregularform,since the heads of the
seraphimare nearerto the upperthan to the lowersymbols. The bull'shead is higherthan
the lion's, the eagle'shigherthan the man's,and in consequencethese fourheads determine
diagonal,not vertical or horizontallines. The glance of the lower beasts is not directed
toward Christ, but in powerful intensification of the movement of the geometrically
ordered tympanum forms a great X with the crossing point beneath the convergent
symmetricalbeardof Christ. There is an obvious multiplicationof paralleldiagonals,like
the horns and wing of the bull and the wavy lines on his back, which accent the same
intersectingscheme. It is further complicatedby the diagonal draperieson the body of
Christ.
Even Christ(Fig. 94), the one figurein the reliefthat is entirelyfrontal,is asymmetrical
in the benedictionalgestureof his raisedright hand, in the contrastingarrangementof the
folds of the two shoulders,and in the great sweepof draperyat the left ankle, unduplicated
on the right. This draperyis the immediatecounterpartof the archedback of the bull,
from which it seems to diverge,and opposesin its curve the right arm of Christand the
envelopingfolds. By means of these diagonallycontrasted elements,the figureof Christ,
although solidly enthroned,acquiressome of the restlessnessof the surroundingforms.
Thereis also an elementof strainor inner tensiondue to the slopingthighs and legs, which
forma zigzagline with the divergingfeet. The inclinedthrone,as a plane diagonalto the
commonwall, is a correspondingmotifin relief.
How consciouslysuch formswere sought and turned to the commonend appearsin the
tail of the bull (Fig. 96), which sweeps upwardwith the lower edge of Christ'srobe and
with the long fold that issuesfrom underthe jewelededge of the mantle (and also with the
bull'shind leg and his back, and even the sea of glass) and then suddenlydrops,diverging
in four radial,curvedlocks, like the fan-shapedfolds to the left. The lion's tail describes
an analogous curve; but the symmetry of these tails is disturbed by the rhythmical
oppositionof the ends, the one pointing upward,the other down (Fig. 97). Suchintensity
of linear designis sustained throughout,and collaborateswith oppositionsof reliefto stir
the more rigid geometricalframeworkof the whole. We have only to examine a small
portionof relief, like the hind leg and flank of the lion, to perceive the excited, vigorous
movementof the well-orderedforms. The symmetry and zoning appearfor a moment as
elements of the vision, or simple devices of order in architectural design, rather than an
essential pervasive scheme.
It is characteristic of the style that the individual figures cannot be reduced to a banded
or symmetrical design like the tympanum itself. This is sufficiently clear in the animals,
in the symbol of Matthew, and in the elongated light zigzag postures of the seraphim.
Even the smaller elders are as complex in design. Although the heads are fixed on a common
point, the bodies have a wonderfully varied and independent life, which maintains the
movement of the tympanum in every block. There are no two elders who sit alike or whose
garments are similarly arranged. The patterned zigzags of falling draperies are continually
varied and attest to the ingenious fancy of the sculptor. The heads, also, show this in their
tilted poses, in the diversity of hair, beards, and crowns. The instruments and chalices

FIG. 94-Christ and the Four Symbols
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FIG. 95-Sym

FIG. 97-Symbols of Matthew a
F1G. 96-Symbols of John and Luke; the Right Seraph
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furnish additional motifs capable of as great variety though similarly shaped; because,
raised or lowered, held horizontally or diagonally, in the right or left hand, they form
essential parts of unique conceptionsof each figure. Those who are seated at the outer
edge and touch upon the archivolt have an additional source of rhythmic complexity.
A thick ribbon frames the tympanum. Its irregular,beaded meander is in lower relief
than the figureswhich at times overlapit, but it moves with them, and their sharp angles
of limb and instrumentare contrivedto parallelits winding form.
A study of the two elders seated opposite each other in the upper of the two zones
adjoiningthe seraphim(Figs. 98, 99) will reveal to us much of the sculptor'sintention and
his method of design. They are symmetricalwith respect to the figureof Christ, and are
unusual among the figuresof the tympanumin that their postures are so similardespite
the constant variationof the correspondingunits of the two sides of the relief. They are
seated in repose, with the right leg placed across the left in an impossiblehorizontality.
In both figuresthe left leg is perfectly straight, in vigorousarchitecturalcontrast to the
supported limb. This post and lintel constructionis further sustained by the vertical
instrumentsof the two elders,and the lines of the torsos and draperies.The armslikewise
preserveas straight a line as possible,and if slightly curved,neverthelessdo not cross the
torso. The heads alone offer a prominentcontrast to this rectangularscaffolding,for they
are turned to the figureof Christ between them.
The very repetitionof the crossingof legs is an asymmetricalmotif, for the same leg is
crossedin the two figures,instead of the parts correspondingin a symmetricalcomposition.
If both instrumentsare held in stiff verticality, one is suspendedfrom the horizontallimb,
the other is raisedabove it. The left figurebearsa chalicein his left hand, the other elder,
with his right, draws a bow across the erect viol. The right elder has a short beard that
forms a broad fringe acrosshis jaw; the left elder'sbeard is long and stringy, with locks
falling upon the breast and shoulders.The crowns,too, are contrasted-round in the one,
polygonal in the other. There are also effectivedifferencesin costume and the disposition
of the folds which are apparent in the photographs,and requirelittle comment. I must
mention, however, those apparently descriptivedetails of the two figureswhich reconcile
these differencesand attach the divergentforms to the commonframework.Such are the
curvedlines of the mantle of the left elder,enclosingthe bandedfolds of the breast,and the
straight lines of the same garment falling from the right leg behind the suspended
instrument. In the other figure the same function is fulfilledby the viol and the curved
bow, now mutilated, which produce a similar play of curves across the torso, and the
verticalfall of draperyfromthe horizontalleg, accentedby a jeweledborder,in counterpart
to the suspendedinstrumentof the other figure. A close study of the movementsof the
figures,the wings, and the folds, which as representationsof real objects are strange and
quaintly elaborate, reveals in them an impassioned logicality of decorative directions.
Each line reechoesor answersits neighbor,and the mutual interest of these figuresin the
vision is corroboratedin the relationof their smallestlines.99
The symmetry of these two figures is restless, although they are not in motion and
express no inner disturba~nce,because their forms have been designed in sustained
opposition. Even in those figuresthat are ostensibly moved by the vision of God and sit
99.

A similar analysis could be made of the two adjoining elders at the ends of the upper row.
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uneasilyor crosstheirlegs, the effectof animationis primarilyan unnaturalisticcontrivance
of the sculptor,and derivesmorefrom the fantastic, but formulated,manipulationof lines
than from the observationof excited humanmovementsin nature.
observedin the capitalsof the cloisteris raisedto a higherpoweron the
The contrapposto
tympanum by the forceful contrast of more numerous elements. The wonderfulelders
seated at the edges of the tympanumwill illustrate this clearly (Figs. ioo, ioi). In these
figuresthe movementof the head toward Christis opposedby the arms or legs, as if the
wholefiguredid not participatein the vision and the head were suddenlydistractedfrom
another object. Yet by these opposed movements, the apocalyptic expression of the
tympanum is considerablyheightened,and the excitement of the whole transmittedto
every corner. The gesturewhichbinds the eldersto Christis in fact part of an independent
scheme. In the lower right figure (Fig. ioo) the arms and thighs
zigzag or contrapposto
are carriedto the right in contrast to the head, but the instrumentis raisedin opposition
to this movement,and the left leg crossedwith a similarintention. By a radicaldistortion
of the ankle the right foot is turned to form a diagonalconvergingtowardsthe left. The
beardis prolongedas a braidedband parallelto the viol, the left leg, and the right foot.
is distinguishedfrom the spiral torsion of Renaissanceart
This Romanesquecontrapposto
in that (amongother things) the pliableparts of the body-the torso and neck-preserve
an independentrigidity, the largerform is zigzag rather than curved,the opposedmovements are usually in planes parallelto the background,and the contrasted elements are
divided or terminatedby intricate, winding,and brokenlines. In the Romanesqueworks
the balanceis unplastic,unmassive,linear. Thereis no equilibriumof Weightsbut a balance
of directionsin a singleplanewhichis not designedto producean ultimaterepose. Instead
of a redistributionof masses by which the body is relaxed, the sculptor has designed
a schemeof opposedmovementsby which the limbs are uniformlystrained and tense. In
the two seraphim(Figs. 96, 97) the parallelbending of the legs balances the turn of the
head,but this balanceis an uneasy, restlessposture that cannot be maintained. The knees
are strained,and the legs fixedin a movementaway fromthe rest of the figure. In the elder
at the extremeright of the middlerow (Fig. ioi), the crossedfeet forman unstable,unsupfigureon the left the instrumentis suspendeddiagonally,
portingmass. In the corresponding
outside the main body mass. Observehow even in such smalldetails as the positionof the
hand grasping the chalice, the sculptorhas sometimes chosen an abstract and difficult
articulation.In the middle zone of the left side of the tympanum(Fig. 98) the secondelder
holds the cup suspendedbetween two fingers,not at the base but the upper bowl. The
elder at the extremeright of the samezone (Fig. ioi) has twistedhis armin orderto grasp
the chalicewith the thumb outward.
On the tympanumthe body is only one element in the equilibriumof the figure. It is
part of a largerscheme in which the draperyand instrumentshave a considerabler61e.
In the outerelderof the upperleft zone, the body is bent diagonallyfromleft to right, and
the draperiessuspendedfrom his left arm and the parallel instrument, now destroyed,
maintain the balanceof the figure(Fig. 98). But even with this co6rdinationof lines
the result is less a stabilizedmovement of parts than a restless crossingof lines. I have
alreadymentionedthe extendedinstrumentsof other elders(Fig. ioo) which,in balancing
the turn of the head and legs, create an additionalstrain. The very overlappingof such
figureswith the meanderingribbon (Figs. Too, ioi) is a reflectionof the same character
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of the style. Where such external lines do not enter to oppose or play with the body forms,
the edges of the garment are broken in meandering pleats which produce a similar end.
The body is rarely isolated as a self-contained, balanced mass, but is usually a dominant
angular structure in a more complex system of nervous lines.
Even this dominant structure is subordinate to a linear surface design, despite its high
relief and apparent plastic strength. There are numerous planes diagonal or perpendicular
to the background, but they are limited to the individual figures and are never prolonged
to modify the spatial form of the whole. They are not conceived as directions proceeding
from the outer surface of the tympanum toward the background, but as the indispensable
outward projection of a figure placed against a wall. We shall grasp this character of the
figure more clearly when we have examined the space of the tympanum as a whole.
The apocalyptic vision is rendered on the tympanum rather than in it. The space of the
literary conception is compressed into the architectural limits defined by the enclosing
arch of the relief and the impenetrable Romanesque wall. The sculptor does not attempt
to suggest an expanse wider than the portal or deeper than the thickness of the stone. If
the elders and symbols circle about Christ, it is in one plane; they can step neither behind
nor before Him.100They are the stones placed above or beside, none more salient than the
other, to form a peculiar sculptured wall.
This archaic equality of projection is essential to the formal unity and the architectural
setting, and is hardly perceived as a contradiction of the vision. Yet, just as the symmetry
of the whole group includes the greatest asymmetry in its members, the apparently flat
surface composition unites figures that are all so deeply cut as to constitute separate free
statues in the round. Regarded from the side, the elders seem an array of men seated on a
narrow ledge, rather than applied or engraved upon a wall (Fig. 103). The heads of some
of them are even detached from the background, the necks undercut, and the arms and
instruments free, except at one or two points. This new boldness in carving accounts in
part for the destruction of projecting members and accessories.
But the contrast of figure and deep neutral background is so regular and organized that
the seated elder, a statue in the round, with fully articulated, asymmetrical body, appears
as a "motif," a flat unit repeated with decorative effect, as in the cloister capitals.
Each figure occupies a little less than the full depth demanded by his position. But
since behind each figure we behold a common wall, and since no two figures overlap, the
represented space appears to be limited to the depth of the elders' seats. The variety of
movement achieved within this narrow space confirms its actuality. Yet the subordination
of this movement to a total conception constructed primarily in line, in which each elder
is a unit of a large surface composition, provokes our attention before the individual spaces
described above.
For how arbitrary are the seating of the elders and the structure of the whole vision!
The figures are superposed on narrow platforms so that those below can see only the heels
of those above, and the object of the whole is only barely visible to the elders. In the Roman
mosaic of the vision in S. Paolo fuori le mura the elders are ranged in two rows of which
the upper figures are partly concealed by the lower and appear to be behind them. But
Ioo. The text describes the elders as seated in a circle
about Christ--in circuitu sedis. This spatial conception,
which was observed by mediaeval commentators and

interpreted mystically, has been projected vertically on
the wall of the tympanum. For its iconographic history,
see Part II.
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within the more extended depth of the earlier work there is an even less realistic
co6rdination;for if the figuresare turned towards Christ, their heads face the spectator.
In Moissac,they are all turned to behold Christ,but they can hardly see Him for lack of
spaceto turnin and a plausibleviewpoint.
In this respectthe tympanumis as archaicas the cloistercapitals, in which the figures
arealsoof relativelyhigh reliefand of equalsalience,even if less boldly undercut. Whatever
overlappingof figuresappearsin the tympanumis limited to their extremities,so that no
one is in lower relief than another. The wings of the lion and bull cover parts of the
seraphim'slegs, but the bodies of the latter are as salient as the beasts', and no greater
depth is effectedby the overlapping.
Even the platformson which the figures are placed are not strictly horizontalplanes,
but slopingsurfaces,analogousto the astragalsof the cloister. Theirprojectionis, of course,
more considerable,like a narrowstage, but still not sufficientto permit the full extension
of the thighs of a seated figure. The thigh is thereforeseen in profile,or is placed at an
angle to the wall. But in the few figureswhoselegs are extendedat right anglesto the wall,
the thighs are necessarilyforeshortened,preciselyas in the exceptionson the cloistercapitals, and in contemporarydrawings.The sculptorhas tried to give the legs of Christtheir
full extensionby incliningthe lap as if the figurewere seated on a slopingsurfaceor were
drawingHis legs underneaththe throne. A similar distortionis practicedin the sloping
upper surfaceof some of the chairs of the elders (Figs. 99, 1o4). We recognizein it the
survivalof the morearchaicverticalplanes of the chairsand tables of the cloister.
Thoughtheir heads are turned at various angles the figuresretain a characteristicaxis,
whichreveals the underlyingarchaismof the whole conception. In only one figureare the
shouldersnot in strict frontality (Fig. 1o4). It is true that they cross their legs and extend
their arms. But these movementsare uniformlyrestrainedand do not modify the simple
block of the whole. They suggest in no way the penetrationof the backgroundwall, or a
completefreedomof gesture. In no figureis the axis of the torso a curvedline.
In the one elder whose shouldersare perpendicularto the background,the torso stiffly
sustains this position (Fig. 104). The transitionfrom the upper to lowerbody is therefore
unreal. We may observehere how the moresophisticatedconceptionsof movement,when
they appearin an archaicart, are transformedinto schematicrepresentationsas arbitrary
as the most primitiverenderingof a figureat rest. The limbs are treatedas separateunits
and combinedin disregardof the complextorsionof connectingparts, which alone makes
these movementspossible.
That the movementsof such figureswere conceived on a flat surfaceappearsfrom the
extension of the instruments and from the peculiar distorted positions adopted in order
to cross the legs and turn the body in parallel planes (Figs. Ioo, ioi). If they generate no
spatial design despite their twisted and restless postures, their limited movements in
depth are nevertheless essential to the quality of the tympanum as a whole. The tympanum
is so densely filled with irregular solids that hardly a smooth clear surface is visible in the
entire work. The endless complication of radial and zigzag lines is paralleled to some
extent by the play of projecting limbs. The cross-section of the tympanum at any level is
of an extreme complexity and offers analogies to the overlapping and involvement of
shorter lines in plane. How this circulation of forms within the limited depth of the relief
was deliberately designed may be seen in the outer garment of the elder in the lower right
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cornerof the tympanum (Fig. ioo). It passes behind the right shoulder,under the upper
arm, acrossthe forearmand right thigh, and behind the left foot. It is coiled in depth and
interlacedwith the body like the fantastic beard of the same figure. In the elder above
him (Fig. ioi) the mantle issues from behind the back through a triangle formedby the
flexedarm, as througha knot, and falls behind the right foot, whichby a similardesign,is
twisted aroundthe left leg.
There are several figuresin whom the contrast of limbs, although still subordinateto a
linear surface design, implies the emergenceof a more plastic and spatial relief. This is
apparentin the two eldersat the left end of the middlerow, whoselegs are turnedtowards
each other (Fig. 98). In the outerfigurethe overlappingof the arms,the instrument,and the
winding ribbonproducesan active recessionof formsin space,which is confirmed,by the
diagonal projection of the right thigh and the inclination of the head and crown. The
mantle asserts its spatial characterin its inclinationfrom the projectingknee to the right
shoulderand in its drapingof the left arm.
Yet even in these figures the contrasting limbs are designed primarilyon a common
surfaceas directionsor lines, to which the necessaryrealizationof the individualform of
each part gave a more spatial character.The diagonalprojectionof the legs in both elders
was first conceived as a diagonal movement in plane. The shoulders and torso remain
parallel to the background,and the feet are broughtforward to the same plane, though
the thighs are at a markedangle to the surface. It is noteworthythat in no instance is a
leg bent sharplybackwardin depth, but in many figuresit is inclined diagonally,parallel
to the surface (Fig. 96).101

The figureof the angel symbolizingMatthew includes the typical distortionsresulting
from the embodimentof intense movement, designed in a single plane, in figurescarved
in the round, with an archaicprejudicetowarddistinct forms, generalizedrepresentation,
and parallelplanes (Fig. 95). His pose suggests a body placed in depth perpendicularor
diagonal to the surface of the tympanum; in fact, the prominenceof his belly with its
roundedcontour is distinctly that of a figure in profile. Likewise, the outline of his left
shoulder,which has been foreshortened,belongsto a profileposition. But if we regardthe
other shoulderwe shall see that it does not extend into the wall in the expecteddirection;
it is parallel to the backgroundlike the shouldersof Christ and the seated elders. The
whole figure is in consequencedistorted; but from this arbitrarymanipulationresults a
greaterenergyof movement. The limbsappearto be all the less restrained.These positions
are not really impossible,but they may be achievedin actuality only with effort, and are
precariouslysustained. Such also is the crossingof the angel's legs. The feet are brought
to the same plane of the foregroundinstead of standingone behindthe other. We perceive
this at once as the necessary accompanimentof the twisting of the shouldersand the
crossingof the arms. The head and hands are opposed above like the two feet below, as
the terminationsof the diagonalsof a great X which underliesthis figure. The extended
arm of Christadds anotherdiagonalto the whole scheme. In accordwith this intensity of
gesture,the contoursof the figureare wavy and zigzag. We have only to follow the outline
of the upper part of the figure,the lifted book, the arm, shoulder,and head and compare
it with that of the left side, of the projectingleg, the belly and the mantle edge, to see that
ioI.

There is a slight bending of the legs of the seraphim.
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the effect of energy and movement dependsnot on the posture alone, but on the play of
body and draperycontoursas well. The shapes of adjacentobjects also contributeto this
movement of a single figure. The extended arm of Christ has already been mentioned;
observealso the feathersof the wing above the angel's head, the nimbus,and the curved
line of the starredmandorlawhich rises from behind it.
We see from this analysis that the distortion of the body arises from a linear design
ratherthan fromplastic preoccupations.To cross the limbs so energeticallyas to produce
an X and a relatedzigzag silhouette and maintain at the same time the clearerand more
characteristicviews of the parts of the body requiredan inconsistencyof articulationwhich
hardly deterreda sculptor to whom the form of the whole body was a pliable expressive
linear aggregateof separatelimbs.
The persistenceof an archaicsystem of forms is apparentin the inconsistentdirections
of the glance and the turn of the head. Because of the universalattraction to Christ we
interpreteach eye as directedtowardHim. But in most of the elders,and especiallythose
at the ends, the inclinationof the head has only a symbolicaland compositionalreference
to Christ. The eyeballs themselvesare perfectly smooth or have an iris or pupil incised
at the center of the eye. If the glance were prolonged as a line perpendicular to the
horizontalaxis of the eyeballs, it would fall in most cases, not on the figureof Christ, but
outside the tympanum,far beforeHim.
This apparentcontradictionof the intended glance and the turn of the head is a modern
inference from assumptionsforeign to the Romanesque sculptor. The composition was
designedin one plane and the turn of the head representsa movementon the surfaceof the
tympanum,and not in a space, aroundor within it, unformulatedand unimaginedby the
sculptor. The figuresappear to us isolated, freely moving three-dimensionalobjects, but
although they are such in substance, they were not entirely such in the thought of the
artist. The glance was for him, not a directionin three-dimensionalspace, but like other
large movements, a line on the plane surface of the image. A strictly frontal figurelike
Christ can thereforehave no glance; it would presupposea space outside the image. To
determine the intended glance of the Romanesquefigures of the tympanum, we should
drawlines in the plane of the latter, continuingthe horizontalaxis of the eyes. They would
then convergeapproximatelyto the head of Christ.
If the sculptoradmitted the necessaryprofileviews of the heads of the elders directly
beneath Christ (Fig. Io4), it was not simply because this turn alone was plausible, or
more consistent with a spacelessconception than another posture, like that of the Byzantine and Gothic shepherds who look up frontally to see the angels. It is motivated
also by the dynamic (and, in a sense, kinematic) concentration on Christ achieved by a

progressively effected coincidence of the posture and the glance; it conforms to the
central position of these heads beneath Christ, and their symmetricaloppositionbeneath
the divergentfeet of the latter. Since the gaze of a figureis definedby the prolongationof
the horizontalaxis of the eye, or a line in the plane of the tympanumperpendicularto the
vertical axis of the face, a head, directly beneath Christ, could see Him only if turned
in a horizontal profile.102
For an analogous turn of the head in a figure
102.
looking directly upwards, see Lauer, Les enluminures romanes de la Bibliothlque Nationale, Paris, 1926, pl. XXXII

-a miniature of the mid-eleventh century from St.-Germain-des-Pr6s (B. N. lat. II550).
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In a later sculptureof the same magnitude, the outer figureswould be turned in the
sharpestprofileand the more centralindividualswouldmaintaina three-quarteror frontal
position. For since the heads are carved in the round, the spectator from his central
viewpointwouldsee the peripheralprofileheads in three-quarters,unless the profilewere
radicallyaccentuated.In Moissac,however,each figureis carved as if seen from a point
directly opposite; and is bound up with the whole by a linear and surface,not spatial,
design. The insistent representationof twenty-fourprofiles would have been repugnant
to a sculptordedicatedto a clearerexpansionof known surfaces,and wouldhave, besides,
over-accentedthe subordinationto Christin a field of whicheach cornerhas also a private
activity. Such a consistentprofilingwould also have producedan inevitablemovementin
depth in each figure,and commandedeithera profilebody,in contradictionof the primarily
parallelreliefplanes of the whole,or a violent contrastin each figureof the profilehead and
frontalbody.
The profileheads of several figuresin the lowest zone are significantof a considerable
elasticity or variability in the style. They indicate that the sculptor was not rigidly
committedto a necessaryarchaicmethod, but, as in the capitals of the cloister,employed
more developedforms (perhapsinvented in the processof design). This is verifiedby the
diversity of eye formsin the elders, which include a range from the most archaicsmooth,
unincised,unexpressiveeyeball to an eye in which the iris is a concavity slightly off both
axes of the eyeball. In several elders (Fig. ioi), this concavity becomes, becauseof the
inclination of the head, the locus of an active glance, like the more impressionistically
modeledeyes of a later art. Only its lack of a consistent spatial relationwith the figureof
Christ forbidsus to identify this conceptionof the eye with a naturalisticrenderingof a
glance. Naturalisticdetails and individualswere sooner created than naturalisticgroups.
A markeddevelopmentin representationis apparentin other parts of the figurebeside
the eye, and correspondsto the greater complexity of relief and linear design in the
tympanum as comparedwith the cloister capitals. The proportionsare still arbitrary,
rangingfromthe superhumanheight of Christand the angelsto the dwarfedfiguresof some
of the elders,but they imply a freerchoiceand a greaterknowledgeof actual shapesthan
in the earlierworks. For the heads are no longer the preponderantmass that was observed
in the cloister; if the eldersappearso short,it is partly becauseof the hierarchaldistinctions
implied in the proportionsof the various figuresof the tympanum,partly becauseof the
exigenciesof spacing, as well as the persistenceof the originalarchaism. The largerscale
of the wholeworkpermitteda greaterreliefand a moredetailedrenderingof familiarforms.
The structureof the limbs emergesmore clearly from beneath the draperythan in the
cloister,though still simplified.The swellingof the calf, the contour of the ankle and foot
are finely observed (Fig. Ioo), and utilized as important lines of the compositionof a
figure. The jointing has becomelooser,so that less distortionresultsfrom the movements
of hand and foot, and the fingers are bent with greater freedom. No hand in the cloister
reveals such precise observationas the left hand of Christ, clasping the book (Fig. 94).
On the right wristtherearefaint tracesof a ridgingthat correspondto the tendonstructure,
unobservedin the cloister. Instead of the few conventionalpositionsof the hand admitted
in the cloister, the sculptorhas produceda great variety, includingsome distortedhands
of unarchaiccomplexity. The feet likewiseshow a more refinedobservationand increased
knowledge. Less mobilethan the hands, they weresoonercopiedwith an effectof complete
accuracy.
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The greatest verity was sought in the reproductionof surface ornament,such as the
of the crowns,and the embroideredrosettes
jeweledbordersof the garments,the cabochons
of the cushionand cloth behind the figureof Christ. These are of an incredibleminuteness
and fidelity, in contrast to the broad chiselingof the other surfaces. Such exactitude was
already visible in the earlierworks of the cloister, and is not surprisingin an art which
reduces organic forms to decorative combinations. In reproducingthis ornament the
sculptor was engaged not so much in the imitation of nature as in the repetition of a
familiarornamentalmotifin stone.
The musicalinstrumentsare an excellentexampleof this kind of realisticrepresentation
which is simply the reproductionof an object, itself a work of contemporaryart. The
sculptorfashionedthe instrumentin stone in its actual dimensionand detail, as did the
originalcraftsmanin wood. It offeredno problemof adjustmentto scale or perspective,
for it was carved in the round and sometimes even detached from the background.The
stone was sufficientlythick to permit a full reproductionwithout need of foreshortening.
The formswere easy to render,since they were essentially Romanesquecreations. From
these sculpturedinstrumentsit is possible to reconstructpreciselythe instrumentationof
the period. Not only have the surfacesbeen carefullycopied,but the stringsare separately
inventoried,and in one case a bow has been introduced. Such literalnessis nevertheless
not unartistic. The positionsof the instruments,their angleswith respectto the seated and
variouslyturned figures,are finely determined. But even the instrumentsthemselves are
beautifuland we must concedean aesthetic intention in the precisereproductionof shapes
so graceful.
In the modelingof the largerbody masses, like the torso and legs, the sculptorreduced
the whole variety of surface articulationto a few broad planes. Such is the construction
of the figureof Christ, Who is divided into several sharply contrasted surfaces,all quite
flat, on which numerousfolds are inscribed. The richness of surface is primarilylinear
ratherthan plastic. Even the roundingof the legs and the hollow of the lap are sacrificed
to this impressivearchitecturalseverity of the figure. A single broad plane defines the
upper legs and lap, anotherjoins the lower legs, in disregardof the concave surface that
ordinarilyappearsbetweenthem on so close-fittinga garment.
Of this quadratureof the body structure, the beautiful elder who sits at the extreme
left in the middle row is a powerfulexample (Fig. 98). The thigh and leg have become
prismaticblocks; their planes are contrastedlike those of the crown of the elder and the
sides of his stringedinstrument.
The heads of the figures are squared in the manner of archaic Greek sculpture. The
contrast of the planes of brow and eyes, of the sides of the nose, of cheeks and jaws, is so
sharp that the stereotomic character of the work is brought into striking relief. The head
has the appearance of quarried stone, and the features seem hewn rather than chiseled.
This vigorous construction of the head accents the symmetry of the features. On a wall
less sheltered from the sun these heads would invite a more interesting light and shade
with abrupt transitions and clearly outlined shadows. The division of planes accords with
the conception of drawing, which delineates geometrically correct features, arches the
brows high above the eyes, and isolates the parts distinctly to assure perfect clarity.
Not the head alone, but the more complex structure of crown, head, and beard, constitutes the sculptural unit. These are united as the separate parts of a building in three
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dimensions,threesuperposedstoreys,each unlikethe other, with clearlines of demarcation.
The addition of crown and beard suggests a wonderfulvariety of plastic combinations.
In each head the dispositionof hair and crownhas a characteristicplan that is uniquely
related to the facial structure.
and filigreemotifsforman appliedsurfaceornamentwhich
On the crowns,smallcabochons
rarely modifiesthe structureor contour of the crown. But the beards are in themselves
ornamentalpatterns,formedby the repetitionand symmetricalgroupingof locks and curls
and the parallelstriationof individualhairs, as in the moreprimitivefiguresof the cloister
piers. But on the tympanum,the sculptor,with greaterfreedomin the use of radial and
wavy lines, has producedmore varied combinationsin the effort to distinguishthe hair
and beard of each of the twenty-four elders. The rich variety of beard and hair seems
deliberatelycultivated, like the arbitrarybreaks and pleatings of the garmentsand their
jeweledborders,rather than a simpleimitation of contemporarymanners. The elaborateness of the hair recallsclassic descriptionsof the customsof the Germanicpeoplesand the
earlierCelts.'03But it is doubtfulthat the finely combed,long hair, beards,and moustaches
of the Romanesquetympanumare simply imitation of a historicalpractice. The braiding
of the hair and beard of one elder (Fig. ioo) is known earlier in Irish art'04 and in
Romanesque sculptures in Toulouse,o05Saint-Antonin,0o8
Verona,'07Silos,'08 Chartres,0o9
But these examplesare so exceptionalthat we must regardthe form, whether
and Leon."o0
foundin life or in art, as an artistic motif,an assimilationof the wavy, mingledstrandsof
hair to a familiarmediaeval ornament. This is especially apparentin the Irish examples
which are associatedwith bordersof intricate interlacedbands. Likewise,the spirallocks
of the beard of Christ recall the palmette designs of imposts in the cloister. The use of
braidedand morepronouncedradialpatterns on the tympanum,as distinguishedfrom the
simpler,thoughequallyornamentalhairformsof the cloister,correspondsto the heightened
linear complexityand movementin the former.
Even though the featureshave been much more closely observedin the tympanum, the
absence of facial expressionis almost as marked here as in the cloister. The various
combinationsof hair do not concealfrom us the uniformimpersonalityof the elders. The
excitement of the figures in an apocalyptic experience is hardly indicated by their
features. Except for the smile of the Matthew symbol and the left seraph, the heads are
utterly impassive. It is remarkablethat this peculiarsmile shouldalone amongall possible
expressions of the face precede the others in both Romanesque and archaic Greek
sculpture. The Greek archaeologistshave sometimes questioned the meaning of this
103. Barribre-Flavy, Les arts industriels des peuples
barbaresde la Gaule, Toulouse, Privat, 1901, I, pp. 75-80.
The native Celt-Iberic population are often beardless in
the Roman reliefs-cf. D6chelette, Manuel d'archeologie
prdhistorique, II, Archeologie celtique ou protohistorique,
pt. 3, Paris, 1914, p. 1582; and Esperandieu, Recueil des
bas-reliefs de la Gaule romaine, 9 vols., 1907-1928, passim.
Geschichte der
104. Cf. Saint-Gall ms. 5i-Beissel,
Evangelienbuicher,Freiburg i. Br., 1906, fig. 33. For examples in Irish sculpture, see H. S. Crawford, Handbook of
Carved Ornamentfrom Irish Monuments of the Christian
Period, Dublin, 1926, pl. L.
io5. Porter, Romanesque Sculpture of the Pilgrimage
Roads, Boston, 1923, ills. 434, 435.

ro6.

Ibid, fig. 359-

o107. R. Hamann, Deutsche und franzisische Kunst im
Mittelalter, I, 1923, fig. 107. A similar treatment of the
hair in a figure in the Duomo of Ferrara-ibid, fig. o104.

io8. Porter, Spanish RomanesqueSculpture, New York,
1928, I, pl. 35.
ro9. E. Houvet, La cath6drale de Chartres, Portail
Royal, pls. 18, 26.
I0o. Porter, Romanesque Sculpture of the Pilgrimage
Roads, ill. 697. There is an example in S. Clemente,
Santiago-a figure of a prophet in the style of Master
Mateo.
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expressionand have even doubted that it was designed to represent a smile. But in
Moissacit is probablya sign of beatitude or joy before God; in later scenes of the Last
Judgmentit appearsin unmistakableemphasisupon the faces of the blessed."'
I do not believe that it is simply a religious expression,just as it would be wrongto
explainthe impassivityof the elders as a consciouslyconstructedimage of their dignified
attentionto Christor of their changelessnature. The very presenceof this smile in archaic
Greeksculptureand in early arts in China and CentralAmerica,which otherwisemaintained a commonimpassivity, calls for another,if only complementaryexplanation.The
more usual absence of facial expressionis readily intelligible in the archaic context of
plasticallysimpleformswhicharecompoundedof the durableandfamiliaraspectsof objects.
That the smile does occur in Moissac is less strange when we observe its limitation to
a few figuresand its innocenceof realisticdescription.It is a simple curvatureof the mouth
ratherthan the revisionof the whole face in emotion. Is the smile perhapsthe archaic
type of all facialexpression,themost generalizedand contagiousform of facial excitement?
And is the happinessof the angels in Moissac a theologicalmotifcongenialto a sculptor
who was for the first time preoccupiedwith the representationof feeling, just as in late
arts incidentsof extreme sufferingare a chosen matter for realistic reproduction?When
the woundedsoldiersof Aegina grimacewith pain, the mouth is turned up as in the contrary archaicsmile.
For the expressiveeffect of the whole tympanumthe introductionof special meanings
in the faces of so many little figureswould have been a superfluousand distractingeffort.
We have seen that the common excitement is transmitted in a much more subtle and
striking manner by purely abstract means. Of these, the elaboration of drapery forms
deserves a special description. From the inanimate garments the sculptor derived more
numerousand more intricate patterns of movement than from the human figure. In the
design of the tympanum the figures are indeed skeletons which without their draperies
wouldpossesssome articulationbut hardly their present intensity.
The complicationof draperyformswas inevitablein an expressivelinearstyle whichhad
for its chief subject matter the clothed human figure, and which was associated with an
ornament of traditional linear complexity. In an art which rarely representedfacial expressions,limitedgestureto a few conventionalmovements,and conceivednudeformsonly
in rarereligiouscontexts, the greatestpossibilitiesof expression,of surfaceenrichmentand
of lineardesignlay in the garment. The most complexdraperyforms,the most exaggerated
movement of folds, are significantly found in those schools of Romanesque art which
betray their dynamicend in the extraordinaryelongationof the figuresand their unstable
postures. But in Auvergne and Tuscany, where the garments cling more closely to the
figureand are less intricate,the figuresare unusuallysquat and lethargic.
The renderingof a fluent, mobile object like draperyhardly seems upon first thought a
subject matter of an art as archaic as the sculptureof Moissac. But the process which
simplifiesthe nude body and selects clear positions and monumentalgroupingsalso orders
Iii. As in the Last Judgment of the portal of Bourges
cathedral. In the legend of Turkill, the hero, passing
through Paradise observed that "Adam was smiling with
one eye and weeping with the other; smiling at the
thought of those of his descendants who would find

eternal life, and weeping at the thought of those destined
to damnation." (From M. P. Asin, Islam and the Divine
Comedy,London, 1926, p. 200.) The individual expressions
are realistically observed, but their symmetrical, conceptual, unorganic combination is an archaic motif.
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the successionof folds in parallel or concentricsurfaces. If these retain, in spite of the
archaic treatment, the mobile quality of actual garments and, in fact, an even more
extremeactivity, it is because the processesof representationare in this style subordinate
to an essentially dynamic expressiveend. In the following analysis, we shall see that the
draperyformsof the tympanumare unplasticlinear abstractionsof a geometriccharacter,
and that the greatfreedomand energy of movementspringfrom the arbitrarycombination
of simplestereotypes,in many ways unlike the formsof actual folds. The same folds in the
Gothic periodhave a correspondingGothicstyle and accordwith the increasingnaturalism
and informalityin the conceptionof the whole figure.
In the draperyof a Gothicor morerecentsculpture,single folds are inseparablefrom the
whole; they aremoreplastic than the Romanesqueand minglein such a way that whatever
their patterningand linear organizationthey are perceivedat once as parts of a common
structure. We can trace no groove without observing the influenceof neighboringforms
on its expansionand movement; its origin is usually indefinite or vague. On the early
Romanesquefigures,foldsmay be morereadilyisolated,despite their apparentcomplexity.
The entire pleating of the lower edges constitutes a system independent of the upper
portion; while the single grooves on the torso and legs are separate, unplastic elements
attached to the garment like the buttons or fringes on a modern dress. The drapery
resemblesin this respect the forms of the figure itself. Just as eyes, nose, and lips are
separateelementscompoundedto form the whole, so the folds are distinguishableentities
on the costume, no matter how involved and contrasted."2This point, which appears
obvious, is worth making since it confirms the pervasive character of the processes of
representationand the style, whetheroccupiedwith animate or inanimatethings.
The costume of the tympanum figures consists of the following pieces-a long,
undecoratedundergarmentthat falls to the ankles, a tunic reachingto a point just below
the knees, usually borderedat the collar and lower edge with inlaid jewelry, and a simple
mantle, only rarelybuckled. Not one figurewearsshoes. All but the two seraphimand the
symbols are crowned. The crownsare not of one form,but round, square,polygonal,and
are adornedwith a variety of lozengeand simplefoliate patterns. The eldersare variously
clothed; some wear all three garments,others only two, and on severalwe can detect but
one robe. The ornamentslikewisevary, both in their distributionon the collarsand other
bordersand in the very motifsemployed. The system of designis uniformand traditional.
It consists of the repetition, in alignment, of one motif, or of two in alternation. The
lozenge and the rosette are most common, while the simple bead or pearl is the usual filling
of the interspaces. The high relief of some lozenges, the circumscribed circles, the carving
of facets on both lozenge and circular units, point to the imitation of actual cabochons.
Filigree technique appears in the beaded borders of some rosettes and in the beads attached
to long fine filaments.

The variety of costume is especially interesting to us since it is not commandedby
iconographicdistinctions. It is an arbitrarysubjectmatter which reflectsat the same time
a realistic predilectionfor diversity and a style that multipliesoppositions. It is in turn
a sourceof surfacevariationsand formalcontrasts.
In the figuresof the tympanumwe are hardlyawareof distinct robes, but of numberless
pleats, folds, borders,broken edges, and overlappingplanes of cloth, at first difficult to
112.

In the early Romanesque sculptures of Moissac the folds are primarily pleats, in later art, creases.
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disentangle. There are no clearly exposed, undivided surfaceson the garments. But this
seemingchaosof draperyincludesonly a few types of pleats and breaks. These are entirely
arbitraryschematizationsof actual folds, multipliedwithout exact referenceto an existing
model for enrichmentof sculpturalsurfaceand line.
On the tympanumthe bareincisedline commonin the most primitivearts is exceptional
and subordinate.It appearson the sleeves of some of the elders as a decoratedborderor
as a renderingof a particulartexture, sometimesas a faint wrinkleat the elbow joint. Its
ornamentalfunctionis apparentalso in the figuresof Christand the Matthew symbol as a
line accompanyinga more plastic or salient parallelfold.
Instead, the double fold already describedin the reliefs and capitals of the cloister is
more commonlyused. It is limited, however,to the figuresof Christ, the seraphim,and
the symbol of Matthew. Sometimes it is repeated in simple concentricloops or radial
curves,as on the armsof the seraphim;sometimestwo groupsof suchlines,proceedingfrom
opposite sides of a limb or garment,interlockin alternation. This device was familiarin
laterclassicart; it arosefromthe stylizationof the great, deep-groovedfoldsof a suspended
classicalgarment. It occurs, for example, on the Victoriesof the podium of the Arch of
Constantine and on numerousfigures in the province of Gaul."3 But in Moissac, the
classicsubordinationof these lines has been carriedeven further; they are only superficial
modificationsof the actual surfaceof the figures; their repetitionconstitutes a secondary
ornamentbeside the morepowerfullines of the legs and torso.
The figuresare swathedin their tunics as if bandagedby rollsof heavy cloth. The torsos
are divided by concentric or parallel lines formed by the contours of these superposed
bands. A similarbanding covers the arms and legs, but here the lines are often radial.
The garment is of so thick a cloth that the outline of a limb is steppedor brokenby the
successionof overlappingbands. On the central figuresof the tympanuma finely incised
line accompaniessuch folds. On the thigh of the Matthew symbolthis incisionis doubled.
The alternateinterlockingof two systemsof adjacentconcentricfolds, such as occursin the
doublefolds,is also appliedto these prominentlines betweenthe legs of the right seraph.
The forms describedthus far determinefor the most part curved lines and concentric
groups. They are the formsof draperiesfixed to the body and inscribedon its surface,and
hence limited to simplelines, whethercurvedor straight. They are not the most effective
devicesof movementemployedon the tympanum,but their restlesscharacteris evident in
two peculiaritiesof their application. They are desig ied perpendicularto the axis of the
limb whichthey cover, and hence are opposedto its generalform. We will graspthis effect
more readily if we imagine a column banded with horizontal rings instead of flutings
parallel to its axis. Imagine the correspondingGreek figures with the folds of their
garments, not falling in easy verticals, but grooved horizontallyabout their bodies. In
the secondplace, by the overlappingof such bands of cloth in concentricshells, the large
simplifiedexpanse of the leg or torso becomes broken and incomplete,like a telescoped
object. The surfaceloses its definiteness,and although hardly modeled,is perceivedas a
compositeof numerousminorsurfaces. Thus an animatedplastic effect is achievedwith a
minimumof relief. The device remainsarchaicin the similarityof these bands and in their
regularsuccession.
113. Esperandieu, Recueil, II, p. 309, no. 411.
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These folds are too subordinateto the human figure to have suggestedpossibilitiesof
intense linear interplay to a sculptor little concernedwith anatomical truth and plastic
variety. Whereverthe garment is only partially attached to the figure so that at least
one of its ends hangs freely, the designacquiresa remarkablerichnessfromthe elaboration
of the consequentbroken contour. The independenceof anatomical constraint does not
imply an unrestrainedfancy. On the contrary,the shape of a hangingbit of draperyis
singularly conventional and is limited to as few forms as the ornament of prehistoric
pottery. But these forms occur in such a variety of situations that the poverty of motif
is hardly apparent.
Suspendeddrapery never falls here as one broad mass. It is subdividedby numerous
parallelor radialpleats, all equally flat. The pleats are pressedso close to one anotherthat
no arris confronts the spectator. But in contradictionof this piling up of flat, almost
parallelpleats, their lower contours form larger angles than their superimposedsurfaces,
as if the edge of the garmentwere diagonalratherthan horizontal.
This is an archaicdevice, analogousto the vertical surfacesof the tables and seats of the
cloister capitals and the peculiarpolygonal terminationsof the garmentsof the apostles.
The lower edges are very definitely exposed as if they were parts of a system of pleats
formingangles of forty-fivedegrees. In the cloister this same conventionwas apparentsometimes,as in the east gallery, even more arbitrarilyapplied. It is also familiarin the
early sculpturesof Greeceand China."4
In this contour the artist tries to reveal the full expansionof folds, of which the main
surfaceis partly concealed, and to make the overlappingof draperyentirely clear. The
edge is defined by ascending and descending, less frequently horizontal, sequences of
meanderingand zigzag lines. The excitement of well distributed,alternately advancing
and recedinglines, unequally accentedby relief and shadow,is heightenedby the play of
the verticalsthey terminate. The simplestzigzagis of perfectlystraightlines, all diagonal.
The angle rangesfrom ninety degreesto very acute openings.
Often the pleating is more dense and intricate; the tucked surfaceis broughtfar under
the outer layer, and meanderpatterns of extremelynarrowinterval are producedby the
lower edges. Not content with the simple regularityof the commonzigzag, the sculptor
breakseach of its lines in two, formingan inner obtuse angle, as if the pleats were folded
in the center. Although the pleat remains as flat as before, its broken lower contour
suggestsan equallybrokensurface. But it is primarilyan enrichmentof line that is sought
in this device, although the more complex form may well have been of remote realistic

origin.
Beside these fan-shaped pleatings, a symmetrical form analogous to the peculiar
polygonal patterning of the lower edge of the garments in the cloister is frequently
employedon the tympanum. It may be definedas a symmetricalsystem of pleats of which
the lower contoursascend diagonally to the central fold. The folds between Christ'slegs
are a clearexampleof this form. The borderof his outer tunic has been disposedto produce
two such groupsof zigzags.
In severalelderssuch contoursare independentof lengthy pleats but terminatea small
bell-like structureat the ankle, attached to the main body of the garmentby a thin pleat
or even a knot (Fig. io5-left).
Au musde de l'acropoled'Athfnes,Paris, 190o3,fig. 29; K. With, Die asiatischePlastik,pl. 27.
114. Lechat,
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At the left ankleof Christsuch a fold is monstrouslyexpandedand exaggeratedwithout
a clearmotivation in the form of the garment or the movement of the figure. The long
wavy fold that attaches the fan-likepleats to the tunic is difficultto explain. This stem
appearsto be a ribbonor loose end of clothingprojectingfrom an invisible undergarment.
It is based upon a moreintelligiblemodel, of which the parts have been combinedwithout
exact reference to their original relation. In classic and Carolingianart, on garments
renderedas if blown by the wind, a long diagonalfold terminatedin a domicalstructure
that flew behind."5The diagonal was the index of the swiftness of the movement; the
smallerits anglewith the groundthe greaterthe velocity and the currentwhichprovoked
the fold at its end. The figureof Christbearinga long crossin the canons of the Gospels
of Saint-M~dard-de-Soissons
is a clear illustration of the originaltype."6 In Moissac the
connectionof the terminalstructurewith the central portion of the tunic has been misunderstood. It is attachedto the end of the garment,yet the copied diagonalfold is added
to connectthe blownportionwith the unmovedcentralpart to which neitherbelongs.
There is another inconsistent but necessarydetail in the draperyof Christwhich is a
traditionalsurvival of an ancient, misunderstoodform. A hanging fold across the torso,
passingunderthe draperyof the right arm, is a remnantof the sash formedin late classic
art by the dispositionof the mantle acrossthe waist and abdomen. In classic figuresthe
folds that coveredthe right arm emergedfrom under this sash as on the tympanum. The
Christof the mosaicof Santa Pudenzianain Rome is an illustrationof the prototypeof the
Romanesquefigure."7Here the mantle thrownacrossthe body is no slight suspendedband
but a broadsash that coversthe under-tunic.As in Moissacthe earlierChristof the mosaic
is enthronedand extends his right hand in a similar benediction. Although the original
functionof this bit of draperyhas been lost in the sculpture,the artist has distinguishedit
clearlyfrom the adjoiningfolds. He has accented its continuity with the extended arm in
the very interceptionof the opposed concentric,convex lines of the torso, and hence its
anaxial or eccentricparticipationin the symmetricalschemeof the curvesof the lion and
the bull. By these oppositions the axial figureof Christ in the center of the encircling
groupbecomes even more unstable, more active.
The simplicityof the lineardevices describedabove has its counterpartin the character
of the modelingor relief of the garments. The obvious definitenessof the single contours,
which is called by a just metaphor,"geometrical,"is matchedby the relative regularity
of the largersurfaces. The garmentenvelopesthe body faithfullywithout any plastic selfassertion. The multiplicationof pleats does not alterthe surfaceof the limbsbut determines
a slightly thickershell at certainpoints. If the draperymodifiesthe underlyingbody structure at all, it is in the sense of a tectonic simplificationwhichcreatesone broadplane across
the legs to coverthe hollowordinarilybetweenthem. On this plane the foldsaresuperposed,
each quite flat, or incised. Wherethe folds hang or fall outside the figurethey are attached
to a chair or backgroundwall or form a surfaceparallelto the latter. Even in those pleats
which are slightly diagonalto the wall, as at the left ankle of Christ, the separatesurfaces
are flat, and there is little or no contrast with curved forms, and no irregularflow. The
1-15. Reinach, Repertoire de reliefs Grecs et Romains,
Paris, 1909, I, pp. 223, 224 (Phigaleia); esperandieu,
Recueil, IV, p. 201.

ii6.
pl. 20.

A. Boinet, La miniature carolingienne, Paris, 1913,

117. Van Berchem and Clouzot, Mosaiques chrgtiennes,
Geneva, 1924, fig. 66.
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profiles or sections of folds illustrate the archaic character of the relief. True relief is
measurednot by the absolute depth of cutting but by the depth representedand by the
variety of section of boss and hollow. In the tympanum the relief is less the result of
modelingor shapingof surfacesthan of the superpositionof similarlayers on a projecting
mass. The extensionof limbs carrieswith it the salienceof the garmentand its suspended
folds; but these are themselvesunarticulatedand show no tensions or movementin a third
dimension,independentof the structurebeneath them. The whole effect is of great massy
surfaceswith intricatelycut boundariesand a networkof lines.
There is a departurefrom the vigorous application of this conceptionin the shallow
fluting of some vertical folds, and in the corrugationof broad surfaces,like the torso, by
grooves zigzag in profile. But the very stylization of these departuresshows how well
establishedis the linear rather than plastic notion of drapery. Even in the few folds of
curved rather than zigzag or meandercontour, the surfaces retain the simplicity of the
others. The relief of the garments is fundamentallyno differentfrom that of a pressed
pleated ribbon. This is the moreevident in the figuresseated near the frameadjoiningthe
fine meanderborder.
Hence the draperiesinvite almost no contrast of light and shade except along contours.
This is preciselythe plastic characterof the undrapedprimitive figure. The contoursof
draperyat Moissacare often undercut,lifted above the background,but the raisedsurfaces
are hardly articulated in a third dimension. The drapery design is, therefore,as far as
modelingis concerned,in no oppositionto the principlesgoverningthe high reliefandvigorous salience of the bodies. Where it covers them, the drapery is a simple shell, richly
adornedby concentricor radiallines, and whereit leaves the bodies it formsin turn a flat
body in low relief, treated like them.
The multiplicationof parallelsurfaces,howeverunplastic,remainsa strikingfeature of
the relief of the tympanum. It suggests the unsuccessfuleffort to attain a varied plastic
form by the addition of unplastic elements, like unextended points arrangedto form a
theoreticalline. But this is not really the function of such an accumulationof layers of
relief. Its evident effect has already been observed in the descriptionof the ring-like
folds of the legs and torso, which producean active contrastof lines and a disturbanceof
the largersurface. By the overlappingof pleats a similarly,if not more intensely, restless
surfaceis produceddespite the flatness of the whole. The largerplanes seem to be covered
by irregularshreds,like the surfaceof an object intricatelywrappedinnumerabletimes.
The ornamentedbordersof the garmentsare importantparts of the drapery design.
They provide a surface roughened, pitted, minutely grooved,and bossed, in contrastto
the flat areas of the garment. Originallythese jeweledbands were painted, like the rest
of the tympanum,and this contrastmust have been reinforcedby color. How the drapery
design was affectedby the polychromywe can no longer say, for no large tympanumhas
preservedits originalcolorintact. At Conques,wherethe fading coloris still visible, the
tones are so blond and light, so delicate,that they are little more than surfacedecoration;
no plastic accentuationis intended,and not even a strongpattern results. I thinkit is not
improbable that on the tympanum of Moissac the crowns and all other metallic details
were gilded; that the undergarments and mantles were distinguished by contrasting tones;
that the background itself was painted and entered more prominently into the design.
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The prominenceof this jeweleddetail is indicative of the primitive characterof the art,
not because barbaric taste for richnessis reflected,but because the effect of a colorful
or rich relief is demanded from applied surface detail and ornament rather than from
plastic variation. In later art it is by furrowingdeeply and chiseling the body and the
garmentsto yield an endlessplay of boss and hollow that a diversifiedsurfaceis obtained.
The use of jeweled detail in broad flat bands is in a sense anti-plastic. This is especially
apparentin Byzantinepaintingin those figuresof monarchsand angels who are laden with
richlyornamentedgarments. In them the modelingof the limbsand folds,whichis common
in other figures,even of the same works,is less evident.
It is clear from this inventory of the details of the drapery of the tympanum that
although they include all the elements of drapery form present in the cloister they are
closestas a groupto the capitalsof the south gallery. In the latter were observedthe same
proliferationof folds, the swathingof the body in numerouspleats, and the jeweleddetail.
The edgesof garmentsare often brokeninto meanderinglines like those of the tympanum.
Like the latter,they arepredominantlyangular,and sometimesextend beyond the outlines
of the body as if blownby the wind. In the elders,the inciseddoublefold is rarelyemployed
although it is visible on the garments of the taller figures of the tympanum. The chief
differencesbetween the draperystyle of the portal and that of the south gallery are in
the relationof the unit or small detail to the whole figure and in the richnessof effect.
On the tympanum the cutting of the folds is more vigorous and powerful; the contours
are more vivacious and irregular,and the whole surfaceis morediversifiedby the pleating
than on the capitals. The banding of the torso is never as prominenton the latter as in
the tympanum. The extensionof this concentricbanding to the legs does not occurin the
cloister.
A few wordsmust be devoted,finally,to the animals,that are carvedno less beautifully
than the humanfigures. Taken from the tympanum,and viewedseparately(Figs. 96, 97),
these three beasts would be regardedas suprememasterpiecesof animal representation,
comparableto archaicGreekand Chinese sculptures. The lion and the bull are a single
conception. For sucha combinationof elasticity and powerwe must turn to the monstrous
lions discoveredin SouthernChina by the S6galenMission.u8So intense is their concentration on the figureof Christ that the twist of the head motivates the entire body; the
legs are reducedto puny projections.
The sculpturing of the bodies shows the same contrast of broad chiseling and finely
observed detail as the human figures. This is especially clear in the heads, which are
rendered in a powerful and original manner, unlike any familiar beasts. The lion's head
was an especial delight to the artist, who lavished a scrupulous attention on it, in his
effort to make this imagined beast credible by the amount of recognizable detail. The
eye has been carved with greater care than that of any human figure; the iris has been
incised, the corners of the eye deepened, and the lids clearly demarcated. In a like manner,
the muzzle and brows have been most solicitously described. I have already mentioned
the grand movements of the tails and wings of the animals. The eagle alone is inactive,
but the contrasted directions of his head and body create an effect of restlessness, intensified
ix8. O. Siren, La sculpturechinoisedu Ve au XIVe sibcle,Van Oest, Parisand Brussels,1925, pls. 3-II.
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by the tense clutchingof his scroll,whichis wound spirally. The carvingof the imbricated
feathersis of a subtle perfectionin its variationof the same unit by the simplestmeans.
The position of the eagle involves a radical twisting of his head, for both the head and
body are in profile but turned in opposite directions. This fact is not admitted by the
sculptor, who has representedthe difficultmovement without any indication of strain or
distortion. Is this contrast of the head and body of the eagle an intended parallelto the
correspondingfigure of the symbol of Matthew, who is subject to a similar torsion? For
their contours have a related upper and lower projection toward Christ and a similar
intervening hollow. But even the lion has been shaped into an analogous construction:
the head is violently turned, contrary to the movement of the body, while a great wing
rises fromhis neck, extendedlike the armsand the book of the symbolof Matthew.
THE LINTEL

The tympanum rests on a great lintel, of a decorationno less radiant than the figures
above. It is 5.68 meters long and .76 wide, and is composedof three horizontalslabs of
Pyrenees marble, reinforcedin the rear by other slabs to sustain the great mass of the
tympanum. On its outer surfaceis carveda friezeof ten huge rosettesencircledby a cable
which issues from the jaws of curly-snouted monsters at the two ends (Figs. 93, 105, io6).119

The three blocks are not of identicalsize or shape, and are so cut that the symmetrical
inner jointings are stepped to ensurea more securefitting and a better distributionof the
weight.120
The unit rosette motifconsists of eight leaves of acanthusform radiatingfrom a central
circular knob or petaled flower. Except in two instances, the leaves are symmetrically
disposed with respect to the axes of the slab. The leaf is not the familiar soft or spiky
classic form, but a peculiar stylized version that approachesin some details the conventionalizedpalmette. A radial five-lobed structure,with curled or archedlower lobes,
rises from a symmetrical two-lobed stalk as from a vase. On each side the two inferior
lobes of the leaf are tangent to those of the neighboringleaves, and together with them
enclosetwo eyelets, as in the classicCorinthiancapital-the inner,tall, ovoid, and deep-cut;
the outer, broad, crescent, and shallow. Each lobe is bisected by a ridge or vein issuing
radiallyfrom the centralaxial ridge of the wholeleaf. The lobes are otherwisesmooth and
regular,and with the exceptionof the curledones, symmetricaland tongue-likein shape.
In the triangularsurfacesbetween the large rosettes are also carved acanthus leaves.
But these are stylized to resemble trilobed half-palmettes or the profile acanthus of late
Roman rinceaux. They are grouped, four in a triangle, and issue from an acanthus wrapping
at its base, like a great plant with four waving leaves. Two leaves diverge horizontally,
the others vertically, in a symmetrical pattern.
At the tangent point of two rosettes the encircling cable passes through a narrow sheath.
But the sixth, seventh, and eighth rosettes (counting from left to right) are not tangent.
They are separated by mascarons - chinless monsters like the Chinese Tao-Tieh through whose heads the cable moves. Between the sixth and seventh the interspace is
The two outer rosettes are cut unequally by the
iig.
edges of the lintel.
12o. This stepping is perhaps a stylistic element in the

technique. Its exaggeration in Islamic art (joggled lintels)
may throw light on the stylistic function of the practice in
France.
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sufficientlygreat to permit the insertion of a heavy fruit and blossom motif commonin
Quercyand Limousin.12'
The effectof this beautifulfriezeis one of intense and sustainedmovementbecauseof the
continuedradiation. Not only the main rosette motif but the subordinatefillings of the
interspacesare radially composed. The simple alignmentof the whole in horizontalorder
contrasts with the richnessof small centrifugaldetails. But even these, when observed
closely, form the elements of simplercircularschemes. For the design is not only of the
repeatedrosettes and their prominent central knobs, but the hollows between the lobes
produceflower-likepatterns. Thus each rosette is a system of concentriccircularmotifs,
issuingin wideningripples from the petaled knob. This diffusionof the generalstructure
in every detail gives the whole a livelinessand sculpturalrichnessakin to the tympanum
above. And as in the figuresculpture,the apparentregularityof the whole is modifiedin
places by delicate departuresfrom the expectedspacing and forms. The even numberof
rosettes, the variety of knob structure,petaled in five rosettes and simply ridged concentricallyin three, the inequalitiesof interspacing,the anaxialposition of two rosettes,122
the unequalprojectionof the monstersat the ends, the spiral groovingof the cable of the
three left rosettes and the smooth surface on the others-all these are not accidents of
hand labor,but designed,since the variations of the left side are balanced by contraries
on the right, while the commondetails are too finely executed to permit a judgment of
carelessnessor incompletion.
More remarkablethan the linear design and division of the lintel is the characterof its
relief. Each rosetteis a concavesurface,like a shallowcirculardish set within a wall. The
leaves are curvedin plane, and the centralknob is flush with the flat outer surfaceof the
frieze. Examinedmore closely, the rosette is not the dish, but its decorationin extremely
low relief. Such a style of carving is unique. It cannot be compareddirectly with the
imitation of a wall encrustedwith faience dishes,like the fagade of the town house of
Saint-Antonin,near Moissac. Such a wall is itself uncarved, whereas in Moissac the
interspacesare also ornamented,and the centralknob is flush with them. The outerplane
of the lintel is subordinateto the concave themes. In ordinary relief the chief motif is
salient fromthe uniformbackgroundplane or is contrastedwith the dark shapesof deeply
cut interspaces. Sometimes two or more patterns of unequal salience constitute the
ornamenton a commonbackground,but they areboth flat or parallelin plane. In Moissac
the distinctionbetweenforegroundand backgroundis perturbedby the invertedmodeling
of the frieze. We seem to look into the mold of a morefamiliarband. By these concavities
is achieveda plastic effectwith the least assertionof relief. Comparethis methodwith the
relief of the tympanumon which the figures,almost detachedfrom the wall, have only a
superficiallyplastic surface. They are alike in the contrast of the reliefof the largerunits
with the subordinateflat details. But the lintel is foreignto the style of the tympanum.
Even as a moldof a moreobviousform,the lintel is not analogousto the reliefsabove, or to
the ornamentthat framesthe tympanum. The denselyexpandedfoliateformsin the lowest
possiblerelief,as well as the emphasison a concavity,itself shallow,seem to be inconsistent
with the massiveprojectionof the figures. The thick vegetation of the archivoltis a more
evident decorativeanalogueof the tympanumrelief.
1x2. In Beaulieu, Martel, Souillac, Cahorsand the
manuscriptsof Limoges.

122.

The fourthand seventhfromthe left.
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The lintel is an un-Romanesqueelement in the portal, yet is apparentlyin place and
participatesin the design of the whole. It might even be said that its un-Romanesque
charactersare essential to its accord with the whole, and that its discrepantrelief is a
contributionto an energeticallycontrastedanimated scheme. A more positive and direct
congruencein the radialdesignhas alreadybeen observed; the concavities serve the same
end in promoting a movement between the central knob and the circumferenceof each
rosette.
A lintel of flat rosetteswould be insignificantbeneath the tympanum; not only woulda
plastic accent be lacking, but the radial design of the leaves would be lost in the dense
all-over patterning of the band. A lintel of convex giant rosettes would be plastically
intrusivebeneath the row of seated elders, and disturb the iconographichierarchyof the
portal. The radial leaves would be less effectively centrifugal,as in an inverted flower.
Grantedthe pattern of rosettes, the existing relief is the most properto the forms of the
tympanum. It is, in fact, anticipated on the latter in the great diversity of rosette
ornamentsembroideredon the garmentsof the figures.
When we examine the undersurfaceof the lintel (Fig. i02) we understandmore readily
the un-Romanesquecharacterof the main design. For this lowersurface,which has been
frequentlycited but never reproduced,is carved with an earlierornament,and betrays in
its style a hand of the seventh centuryA. D. It consistsof a narrowband of acanthusand
vine rinceaux,borderedby geometricalspiralscrolls,the whole so low in relief and of such
delicate execution that its details are barely visible. The vine pattern occupies the two
eastern blocks, the acanthus, the western. Angles was mistaken in writing that the three
blocksdid not alwaysbelongtogetherbecauseof the differencein the ornamentof the lower
surface.'23For the three bands are of identical breadth and their bordersagreeperfectly.
If on one band the vine replacesthe acanthus, their styles are identical. It is only the
abrupttransitionfrom one to the other that justifiesthe inferencethat althoughoriginally
parts of one frieze,they have been reimployedwith the omissionof someintermediatestrip.
The lintel consists of reimployed ancient blocks of which the originalstyle of ornament
has been maintained not only in the decorated surfaces preserved,but in those more
recently carved. We shall see later, in the discussionof the history of the forms, that a
similarblock in the museum of Cahors,undoubtedlyof the early Christian-Merovingian
period,includesalso such rosettes, and that both derivefrommoreancientRomantypes."24
This fact, of the retrospectivecopying of ancient art, might have been inferredwithout
knowledgeof the models from the characterof the ornament itself, which in relief and
motifis un-Romanesque,and distinct from the surroundingcapitals and moldings.
The lintel has a more generalinterest for the interpretationof historic arts. It is often
presupposedthat the unity of a work-and the tympanumand lintel are a single workinvolves the formal analogy of its parts, and that only those foreign elements are incorporated in a style which are exactly divisible by the whole. But the lintel, which is
obviously in harmony with the tympanum, involves quite differentprinciplesof relief.
There is no question that the art of the seventh century is in style distinct from the
123.

L'abbaye de Moissac, Paris, Laurens, 191o, pp.

28, 29.

See Part III of this work. I discussed the history
124.
of the lintel and the relation of its ornament to earlier arts

in a paper read at the meeting of the College Art Associa,
tion in December, 1928, and summarized in ParnassusI, 3, March, 1929, pp. 22, 23.
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Romanesque,yet in this work, the literal imitation of the earlierstyle, reproducedwith a
verisimilitudewhich has misled scholars to suppose the whole work an ancient piece,'25
is consistentwith the surroundingRomanesquethings. We learn from this examplethat
the analogyof elementsin a work of art is not necessarilypervasiveor complete,and that
stylisticallyunlikeformsmay coexist within a coherentstyle. The relationsbetweenforms
are more crucial and determinativethan the form types themselves. Hence the possible
absorptionof the most remotearts in the Romanesque,without the effect of an eclectic or
unintegrated style. The judgment of unintegration is a perception of imperfectly
co6rdinated,not of incongruous,elements.
I must mention,however-if merelyto excludethe argumentthat the lintelis in its entire
decorationa reemployedwork-the distinctly Romanesquedetails in its carving. If the
carvingwere ancient, its coherencewith the Romanesquetympanumwouldbe even more
miraculous,and would lead us to suspect an enormousextrapolationin the theory that
unity or the quality of a workinheresin all its detailsbecauseof the integratedthought or
perceptionof its maker. We have only to place the two cornerbeasts beside the lower
symbolic animals of the vision to see that they are thoroughly Romanesquein type,
althoughflattened to accord with the subtle relief of the lintel. The disproportionately
small legs, and the flat thighs pressedclose to the body, recurin them; while the deeply
sunken eyes and prominentfrontal ridges are precisely as in the lion of St. Mark. But
there is even better evidence that the same hand carved tympanum and lintel. The
monstroushead in the lowerleft cornerof the tympanum(Fig. 93) fromwhosejaws issues
the meanderribbon,is an almost exact replica,in both shape and function,of the head of
the left monster of the lintel. Both have the peculiar curled snouts that suggest the
elephant. Nor can it be said in possible reply that the tympanum master copied the
alreadyexistent lintel in carvingsuch details, for they are unknownin this formin earlier
art, althoughultimately based on ancient traditions. There are still other indicationsof
the unity of the two works. The two mascaronheads serving as interspacesreproduce
exactly the head on the lowerright of the tympanum(Fig. ioo). They reappearalso in the
narthexon a consoleblock and are carved on the intricately ornamentedouter jambs of
the south porch. The fruit and blossomsissuing from the jaws of the left mascaronof the
lintel have their exact parallelsin sculpturesat Beaulieu, Souillac, Cahors,and Martel,
all productsof the school which producedthe portal of Moissac.
There are also elementary considerationsof design which refute the hypothesis. The
ornamentof the ends is perfectlyadapted to its position. The repeatedrosettesand knobs
are like the elders aligned on the zone above, while the density of the carved ornament,
fillingthe surfacecompletely,and its circular,radial design recall the centralgroupof the
tympanum. The lintel is conceivedin such harmonywith the tympanumthat they must
have been plannedas parts of one schemeof decoration.
THE RELIEFS OF THE PORCH

As in the cloistercapitalswe observedthe style of the pier reliefsin a narrativecontext,
so the correspondingmannerof the later sculptorsof Moissacis visible in the reliefsof the
inner walls of the porch (Figs. 107-122).
125.

Cf. Rupin,op. cit., p. 331.
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Their style has long been recognizedas morerecent than that of the tympanum,but the
differencesare so slight that the two works cannot be far apart in date. The sculpturesof
the jambs and trumeau which sustain the tympanum belong to the same periodas the
porch.
On the east wall are scenes from the Infancy of Christ; on the west, the parable of
Lazarusand Dives and the punishmentof Avariceand Female Unchastity. Little capitals
with figures,tormentedin the flamesby demonsor attacked by monsters,paraphrasethe
Last Judgment (Fig. 125). On the east jamb which supports the lintel is carved Isaiah
with a scrollprophecyingthe virginbirth. On the correspondingwest jamb, nearthe reliefs
of the parable and the punishments,is Peter, the patron of the abbey, with the keys of
heaven. The intermediatetrumeauis sculpturedwith two unnimbed figuresof uncertain
name. The westernfigureis bald and has a wrinkledbrow like Paul in the cloisterand in
reliefs at Silos and Arles. The other bears a scroll instead of a book, and is probably a
prophet,correspondingto Isaiah, like the similarfiguresin Lombardchurches.
The abbot, Roger (1115-1131), is represented on the exterior south wall of the porch,

high up on an engaged column (Fig. 137). Another figure, in monastic dress-possibly
St. Benedict-stands on a similarcolumnon the other side of the arch (Fig. 135). On the
crenellationsabove the porch are enwalled two figuresblowing horns, like watchmenof
the fortifiedchurch (Fig. 140). The cornicebeneath them, crowningthe porch, is carried
by sculpturedmodillions,of which several are modernsubstitutions.
The reliefs of the porch are not arrangedin simple alignment or superposition,but a
special architecture,independentof the structureof the wall is applied to it to frame the
reliefs(Figs. 107, io8). They agreein this respectwith the sculpturesof Poitou, Angoumois,
and Saintonge,which are similarlyset under arcaturesapplied to the surfaceof the wall.
But they differfrom them in the extensionof one scene (the Magi) under two arches,and
the superpositionof two under a single arch. The independence of architectureand
sculptureis alreadyvisible in the tympanum,whichis composedof separateblocks applied
to the wall, and offersno strict correspondenceof the figuresand the blocks as in Gothic
portals.'26 The designerof the porch not only disregardsthe characterof the wall in the
appliedmembers,but, even the latter in the distributionof the sculpturesbetweenthem.127
This is hardly the unity of structureand decorationwhich a sentimentalaesthetic theory
has called the essential character of mediaeval architecture, in distinction from the
Renaissanceand baroquestyles. Actually, the combinationof architecturalelements on
these walls is nearerto the baroquein principle,and we might numberthe Romanesque
among the early styles in which investigationdetects analogiesto baroqueart.
1.26. The second Magus is cut vertically by the joint
of two vertical slabs (Fig. iii). The reliefs were carved
and set in place before the enclosing architecture was
erected. This is a variation of the usual method, which
has been little noticed in discussions of the techniques
of sculpture avant and aprbs la pose. The hand of the
first Magus is obscured by the central capital, and on
the adjoining relief (Fig. 112) the head of the ass projects
into the very haunch of the arch, which has been specially
cut to admit this head.
In the capitals of the porch, in distinction from those of
the cloister, there is no longer a limiting structure of

volutes, consoles, and central triangular frame (Fig. 125).
Their carving constitutes a circular relief, without a division into four clear surfaces, and is so deeply cut that
the background is hardly apparent and the figures cannot
be regarded as a decorationof the capital.
127. Even the arcaded bays of the side walls are not
strictly symmetrical or regular, but are consciously designed to produce an alternation of unequal parts (Figs.
107, io8). On the east wall, the south bay is the broader,
on the west wall, the north. Each bay is divided into four
slabs, two above and two below-but slabs of unequal
breadth, arranged in symmetrical alternation.
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The columnsframingthe superposedreliefshave the characterof a giant ordersince they
enclose two rows of minor archesand colonnettes. In Romanesquechurches,like SaintSerninin Toulouse,the bays of the nave have a related elevation, with great shafts rising
to the base molding of the barrel vault, and enclosing two superposedarches. But in
Moissac the columns themselves carry a dominant arch, and the vault springs from a
tall frieze placed above it like an attic story.
The paneling of the inner walls of the porch is designed in a free, asymmetrical
manner. The arched fields are framed on one side (south) by vertical bands of richly
carvedornament,on the otherby the slendercolonnettesof the portalwhichhave a greater
height than the carved bands; and above, by large friezes sculpturedwith iconographic
scenes. There is no podium below. Not only is the frameof the archedfieldsvaried on all
foursides, but the internaldivisionsof the fields are not maintainedor acknowledgedin the
bounding areas by either moldings or ornament. The whole surface of the inner walls of
the porch appears thereforevery crowded and irregular; the axis of the symmetrical
sculptured panels does not coincide with the vertical axis of the entire wall; and no
common background is visible behind this accumulation of sculptures, friezes, and
architecturalframes.
The arbitrarinessof the architecturemay be illustrated by the followingdetails. The
archesare borderedby a semicircularmolding strip, intercepted at the sides by the outer
jambsof the portal and the verticalfriezesthat terminatethe walls of the porch. A cornice
surmountsthe arches,althougha horizontalfriezeis placed above it. It rests on the busts
of caryatidswith uplifted hands, while in the spandrelsof the arches are carved salient
heads in imitation of water spouts or modillions,here functionless. To lend some architecturalnecessity to the subdivisionof the arcaturesinto upper and lower panels, trefoils,
reposingon slender,barelyvisible colonnettes,are inscribedwithin the semicirculararches.
The moldingsdo not coincidewith those of the tympanum. The barrelvault of the porch
springsfromthe torus above the upperhorizontalfriezes,at a level higherthan the capitals
of the tympanumarchivolt,while the cornicebeneath the friezesis higher than the crown
moldings of the trumeau and the supporting walls of the portal. Except for the base
moldingscommonto the portal and the walls of the porch, the horizontallines of the two
are discontinuous.At Beaulieu the horizontalsof porch and portal are coincident; but
the porch of Cahorsis in this respect disposedmore like that of Moissac. Although the
porchand tympanumof Moissacarenot contemporary,it is doubtfulthat the discontinuity
proceeds from the difference of time alone or even serves to indicate the fact. The
alternationof horizontalsis too well sustained to be an accident of labor.
The asymmetry of the architectureof the side walls, in shifting the axis towards the
portal,subordinatestheir sculpturesto the tympanumand relatesthem moreclosely to the
figuresof the jambs. Had the columnstood in the centerof the wall, it wouldhave imposed
a corresponding center on the crowning frieze, which is by its very nature, with its
horizontal sequence of narrative themes, an unsymmetrical member. And it would thereby
have given the inner walls of the porch an isolated, self-sufficient, centralized character
inconsistent with the religious and plastic priority of the tympanum.
The salient cornice diminishes the apparent height of the sculptured surface and thereby

subordinatesit again to the tympanum,which by the same device,producesan impression
of even greaterheight. The isolationof a friezeabovethe reliefsof the sidewallscorresponds
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to the clearhorizontalbandsof the eldersand the rosettes,and its contrastwith the vertical
panels below maintains the contrast of the elders and the lintel with the trumeau and
jambs of the portal.
The superimposedfriezesalso offerto our perceptionof static forcesa moresolid support
than a pair of archeson tall slendercolonnettes. By a similar calculationthe archesare of
rectangularsection and unmolded, in active contrast to the richness of surface carving
everywhereapparent. If the architecturalframeworkof the reliefs is a free composition,
imposedupon the wall, its designis well adapted to the sculpturalwhole of the porchand
the portal and is consistentin character.
The sculpturesof each side of the porch do not unite to form one great relief like the
tympanum; nor are the main contours sufficientlydistinct to determinea single scheme
dominatingthe wholework. But we will see presentlythat an effortwas made to transcend
the barriersof separatesubject matter and architecturalframesby a commonmovement
and relatedforms.
The reliefs diminish in height in ascendingorder. At the same time they broaden,so
that the central panels, which are united into a single broad relief either by the subject
(Adorationof the Magi) or the commondesign (the death of Dives and his punishment),
mediate between the tall vertical panels below and the single horizontal friezes above.
The archeswithin the scenes of the Presentation,the idols of Heliopolis,and the banquet
of Dives unite the horizontalfriezesmoreintimately with the arcadedreliefsbelow.
The reliefs, moreover, are not on the same plane. The lowest figures (Annunciation,
Visitation, Luxuria)stand under trefoiled arches which form the edges of a sloping roof
structure. On the eastern reliefs this roof is realisticallycovered with carved slate or tile
imbrications.128
The panels above are set more deeply under the large arches and the flat, molded
trefoils. We can morereadilyappreciatethis recessionin observingthe relationof the roof
above the figureof Unchastity to the groundplane of the scene of Dives' death above it.
With this diminution in the height of the ascending reliefs their figures change in
proportions.The most elongatedand slenderare in the lower panels, the squattest, in the
upper horizontalscenes.129On the east wall this graduation of scale correspondsto the
iconographicorderof incidents. For the lowest scenes are the earliest (Annunciationand
Visitation) and those of the upper frieze the last of the cycle (Flight into Egypt). On the
west wall, however, the story of Lazarus and Dives begins on the frieze above, and
terminatesbelowin the centralpanels. On the lowestband are representedthe Punishment
of Avarice and Unchastity.
128. These scales led de Lasteyrieto supposethat the
slabs were refmployedlids of Early Christiansarcophagi.
But in this he was mistaken,for not only do their dimensions disagreewith those of the early sarcophagiof the
region,but the units of imbricationare also considerably
smallerthan in the latter. In theirtongue-like,ratherthan
semicircular,form they resemblethe scaly slats on the
gablesof Aquitainechurches.The imbricationsare carved
on only four of the twelve slanting surfaces above the
trefoils, and in one case (the Visitation) they adjoin
the representationof arched windows and oculi. These
show clearly enough that the imbricated ornament is

designedto representa roof top and is not a remnantof
the originaldecorationof a reiemployed
slab.
129. The great contrast in the sizes of the different
figuresof the same reliefin Romanesquesculpture(Moissac, V6zelay,Autun) is an analogyin surfacecomposition
to the baroque exaggerationof perspectivediminutions
and the frequentplacingof a largefigurein the immediate
foreground and a very small one behind him. Such
baroquecontrastsare not merelythe result of a scientific
perspective, but are designed to produce a violent and
immediateoppositionof associatedobjects and a precipitate movementin space.
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Whether this contrast in the sequence of incidents is a necessary correlate of an
asymmetricalarchitectureand restlessanimatedfiguresor the consequenceof iconographic
data is difficultto decide.130
For the episodicparableof Lazarusand Dives couldhardlybe
fitted into the two lowest panels, whichwerereservedfor twin groupsof opposedelongated
figures. There are further contrasts and irregularitiesin the sequence of action which
suggest an aimlessnessof composition surprisingin Romanesqueart. But analysis will
reveal an underlyingorderand necessity.
In the horizontalfrieze of the east wall the incidents of the Presentationin the Temple
and the Flight into Egypt seem to form a continuous narrative (Figs. 107, 117-119).

But this sequencedoes not move in a single direction; if we attemptedwithout knowledge
of the texts representedto determinethe orderof events and the relationof certainfigures
to each otherwe shouldbe very muchpuzzled. The Presentation,the first in orderof time,
moves from left to right; but the Flight moves in the opposite direction. At the extreme
left of the panel is the city of Heliopolis with its falling idols. The successive incidents
divergefrom a commoncenter; and with a perfect adroitnessin dramaticarrangementthe
artist has placed between the two scenes a figure commonto them, and pointing in both
directions. This is Joseph, who lags behind the Processionto the Temple, and turns his
head in responseto an angel who urges him to flee to Egypt (Fig. ii9). The position of
the angel is itself noteworthy. The curve of his suspendedbody unites the two incidents.
Of his symmetricalwings, one points towards Egypt, the other towards Jerusalem,and
each occupiesanotherslab of the frieze.'31 The center implied in this divisionof the scenes
is to the right of the column below and does not correspondto the midpoint of the frieze.
But the directionof the Flight is opposed to that of the Magi below, and the Presentation
is in correspondingopposition to the Holy Family. This restless chiasmicsymmetry of
detached groups is a typical mediaeval form, especially evident in ornamentand color.
In reliefs of the Magi and the Annunciationand Visitation, below this frieze (Figs.
109-I12), the order of scenes is unequivocally from left to right as in Western script.

But on the west wall the directionis reversed. The banquet of Dives is representedat the
right; the beggarlies at the left, is carriedto heaven by an angel and reposesin the bosom
of Abrahamat the end of the frieze (Figs. io8, 120, 121). In the centralpanels, the death
of the rich man is at the right and his subsequentpunishmentat the left (Figs. 15, I16).
In the lowest reliefs, of Unchastity and Avarice, which have no narrative connection,a
sequencecannotbe abstracted; but the scenes, together,forma symmetricalgroup.
The contrastof the iconographicsequenceon the two walls is, in an architecturalsense,
a symmetrical form. It is occasioned by the common relation of both walls to the portal;

we will grasp it more clearly if we imagine an open book in which the words of the right
page run fromleft to right, and those of the left page fromright to left.
The sequences describedare not always the dominant movements of the forms. The
horizontal directions are primarily iconographicand textual; the design of the larger
reliefs of the porch is still close to the most archaicworks of the cloisterin the symmetry
130. In the sculptures of the fagade of Ripoll, in
Catalonia, the scenes move from left to right in superposed
rows until the uppermost, in which the direction is
reversed.

131. Each of the four slabs of the frieze is designed as a
balanced relief. The joint which divides the angel's body
falls along the ass's tail, but although this is the central
jointing of the frieze, the true vertical mid-line corresponds
to the back of the mounted Virgin.
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or isolationof scenes and even contradictsthe generalsuccessionin some details. Such a
symmetry was inevitable in the Annunciationand the Visitation, or in the figures of
Unchastity and the demon (Fig. 114). In the adjoiningmutilated relief of the miser and
the beggar, a devil, perched on the shouldersof the seated miser, prolongsthe mass at
the right in symmetricaloppositionto the standing beggar (Fig.
113).
On the other hand, it should be observedthat the legs of the demon and the unchaste
woman,who form a balancedsymmetricalgroup, have a commonmovement towardsthe
right (north) in contrast to the iconographicsuccessionof scenes on the wall. By this
means, perhaps, the group is opposed to the Punishment of Avarice, in which the only
movingfigure,the beggar,is turnedto the left (south).But on the reliefof the Annunciation
on the east wall (Fig. Io9) both figuresmove towardsthe right (south), in contrast to the
correspondingdemon and the unchaste woman and in accord with the iconographic
processionfrom left to right. In these panels, the opposition of the turned heads and
gesturesmodifiesthe simpleparallelism,of the movementsof the limbs. It is apparentthat
the iconographicsuccessiondoes not determineuniquelythe directionsand orderof forms,
but, as in the cloister, a more fundamentalstyle of expressionand design controls the
distributionof scenes.
On the east wall, the Adoration of the Magi (Figs. III, II2) is divided into two equal

parts by the central column and the similar arches. A common wavy vertical contour
unites the figures of the two groups. The Magi are not simply three equal figures in
alignment,but the centralis the tallest, and stands underthe highest lobe of the common
trefoil, so that even here there is a distinctionof central,axial, and lateral despite the
directionof the Magi's movementand their commonsignificance.In the Holy Family the
Virgin is centralized,and the inequality of the Child and Joseph compensated by the
introductionof the ox's head at the right.
The symmetry of such groups is primarily architecturalor decorative; it has little
expressivepurposeas in the tympanumand certain capitals of the cloister. It is a means
of orderinga group, but does not impose a rigid form or correspondenceon every detail.
In this respect the later sculptures of Moissac approach Gothic composition. In the
oppositereliefsof the death and punishmentof Dives (Figs. i15, I16) a similarunderlying
formalityof groupingmay be observedin the agitated and varied movementsof men and
demons. But this formality is less apparent here than in the cloister or the tympanum.
A more complex disorderis organized. The separate groups are extraordinarilyrestless,
and correspondin the zigzag and wavy movements of the forms to the asymmetrical,
irregulararchitecture,and to the highly emotionaland dramaticconceptionof the subjects.
Whole incidents are presented with a genre-likefamiliarity, and imaginative symbolical
groups, like the punishmentsof vices, have the concretenessand episocdicvariety of an
actual experience.
We can no longerjudge of the characterof the Annunciation,whichhad been mutilated
and was restored by a modern sculptor without understandingof Romanesque style;
but in the Visitation is preserved for us a magnificentpantomime unparalleledin
Romanesquerepresentationsof the scene (Fig. Iio). Instead of the usual embraceof the
two women,in whicha sculptorof the cloisterfound a pattern of rigidlines, like the letter
M (Fig. 68), or the traditionaltype of Elizabeth and Mary standing calmly separatedin
simple contemplationof each other, the sculptorof the porch has, by deep sympathy and
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by responseto the dramaticforce of every flection of the body, composeda new scene, in
which the tender excitement of the meeting and mutual revelation is reflected in the
gestures and in the strange elongated zigzags of the pregnant women. This deliberate
staccatorhythmis refinedby numerousdelicatelines formedby draperiesof such thinness
that the women appearmost tenderly clothed and their bodies spiritual. One raises the
edge of her veil or shawl to disclosea singlebreast in sign of motherhood; the left breast
is coveredby the hand turnedpalm outwardin communication.The otherwomaninclines
herhead and indicatesthroughthe delicatecloth the swellingbreastand nipple. The hands
of both are thin and bony and the slenderwristsare striatedwith the ridgesof tendons.
Despite the mutilationof the faces, whichprobablyhad little expression,the feelings are
adequately symbolizedin the gestures and the structure of the bodies. Yet the simple
zigzag of the limbs is not uniquely determinedby the narrative, but carries also an
expressionindependentof the meaningof the figures,and commonto scenes that represent
other subjects.
What could be more remote from the group described than the punishment of
Unchastity? The figureof the loose woman torturedby toads and serpents (Fig. II4) has
the posture of the Virgin of the Annunciation,and the horribledemon who pursuesher
repeats the gestures and flections of the left figure of the Visitation. But the legs of the
demon parallel the legs of the woman as if they marchedin a commonprocession. It is
the elements of design and the typical forms that are the same in the two scenes. The
wholesare different; and in the wholes are expressedthe specificcharacterof each subject,
but with a commonaccent which is that of the entire portal, and is imposedon no matter
what incident or figure.
The death of the rich man is an enclosed picture in a modern sense, with a
literal reproductionof the deathbed (Fig. I16). The haggardDives is thinner,more bony
than at his banquet table--his head resting on an inclined pillow, his scrawny breast
uncovered,the body undera pleated blanket. And his mourningwife kneels at the bedside
just as the beggarLazaruslay beside the table. The demonswho descendto take his soul
are describedwith an atrociousveracity. In the adjoiningpanel (Fig. 115) they trample
upon his fallen body, weightedby the moneybag,and ride upon a miserablewomanwith
hanging breasts who emerges from the backgroundin the middle of the field. By the
almost chaotic, salient, curved and angular,swarmingmasses throughoutthis sculpture,
the ferociousdestructionand turbulenceof the story are wonderfullyexpressed.But the
effect inheres also in the completenessand detailed--even accurate-articulation of the
monstrousdemons. The extraordinaryreality of such horrible,fantastic figurescomposed
of diverseanimals-yet assimilatedto a humanstructure-is a correlateof the unexpected
precisionwith which the Romanesquesculptors of the porch have representedon the
capitalsand modillionsvariousmorbidand deformedhumanheads. In the spandrelabove
the westernreliefs (Fig. I24) is a leering old woman, with open, toothless mouth, stringy
neckmusclesand flying, disarrangedhair. Her eyes are barely open, as in extremeold age;
her tongue lies weakly in the bottom of her mouth. Anotherhead is of a goitrouswoman
grimacingin half-wittedcomplacence(Fig. io8-right).
These types are not suggestedby an iconographicassignmentand must thereforeexpress
an individualinterest of the sculptor. But they are so commonin French Romanesque
art, especially in the decoration of modillions (Figs. I38-I40),

that they can hardly be
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attributed to the curiosity of a single sculptor,but must embody a more widely diffused
interest. They are especially strange in an art which, in its monumental religious
compositions,employs the most generalizedformsand abstract geometricalcombinations.
Regardedin the light of the monstrousin other primitivearts, this contrastof abstraction
and realismis less astonishing. The process of abstractionin Romanesqueart involves an
audacious distortion of ideal and symbolic figures for expressive ends; in the exact
representationof monstrous, already deformed,human heads, this energy of expression
was directly attained. The extremes of realism and abstraction have a common
arbitrariness.The position of the deformedheads in the decorationof a wall reflectstheir
independenceof an ideal or symbolic beauty. They are individualswho, in themselves,
constitute the entire form of an ignoble architecturalmember-a corbel or modillionwhich is a common subservient element of construction, whereas the tympanum is a
unique monumentwithin the monument,an image of heaven erected above the entrance
to the church.
The fantasy of Romanesquesculptorswas more prolificin the creationof types of evil
and violence than beatitude. On the capital from which springthe two westernarcheswe
may see the combinationof demonic and human in an iconographictheme (Fig. 125).
The punishmentof the damnedis representedhere. I supposeit is the associationof this
capital with the other scenes of punishment which misled de Lasteyrie to describethe
sculptures of the portal as a Last Judgment. A nude man and woman with bowed,
repentant,sufferingheads, are tied by a rope held by an appallingdevil. His whole body,
fromhead to claws,is coveredwith thick scales. He has the curledsnout of the monsteron
the lintel and a long, corrugatedtongue, which licks the tail of another nude demon. The
latter is smooth-skinnedbut no less frightfulin the knotted muscles, the tail endingin a
serpent'shead, and his own wolfishhead with forkedbristling hairs. He devoursthe left
arm of a woman. In all these minutely rendereddemons and humanfiguresthe formsand
surfacescontributeto a commonagitation. They resemblein this respectthe composition
of more ideal figures.
In the sculpturesof the porch the constructionof space undergoesa marked change
from the methodsof the cloister. Not only is space deepenedby the overlappingof whole
figuresand by great differencesof relief, but horizontalplanes and architecturalaccessories
are employedto realize this more extended depth. The upper surfacesof the beds of the
Virgin and the dying rich man are rendered as horizontal planes (Figs. 112, 116). Only in
the table of the feasting scene (Fig. I20) and in the pillow of Dives does a slight inclination
recall the earlier archaic distortion. The feet of standing figures are more firmly planted
on the deep base molding of each panel (but the slightly sloping surface of some of these
bases (Fig. 114) indicates the persistence of the earlier conception). In the Adoration of
the Magi, a column which separates the Magi from the Virgin and Christ stands in front

of the field of relief rather than in it, while the main arches and subordinatetrefoils, in
lower relief than the figures, define a foregroundand backgroundarchitecturein space
(Figs. III,

II2).

The cloistercapitalwith the same subject (Fig. 58) providesmaterialfor the comparative
study of the changein representationin this short period. In the porchthe spacehas been
complicatedby the additionof Josephand the animals,with their overlappingmassesand
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higher relief. The proportionsof human beings and beasts are still arbitrary. The small
size of the ox cannot be attributed to the sculptor'sdesire to suggest a great depth by a
perspectivediminution. Somethingof the superpositionof the Magi'shorseson the cloister
capital survivesin the placing of the ox and ass above the figures,althoughthe traditional
iconographyof the Nativity assignedthem to a similarposition. The ox standingwithout
supportcontradictsthe frameworkof groundand backgroundin the rest of the relief. Of
the ass, the head alone is rendered; and this head is visible only if we regardthe sculpture
from the left. For it is carved in the spring of the arch and is partly concealedby the
projectingcapital.132This peculiarnegation of the architecturalframe makes the latter a
part of the scene, but so inexplicablea part in its contradictionof the spatial unity that
we must regardthe penetrationof the frameby the ass as an iconographicand technical
convenienceand as a correlateof the arbitrary,irregulararchitectureand the nai~verealism
of the whole, rather than the affirmationof an open, more extensive space. But this
peculiarityis worth noting, for it is by such exigenciesthat more consistentspatial forms
are later suggested.
More significantare the numerousoverlappingsthat lead us in well orderedsequence
to the background.At the bottom of the relief are the legs of the Child, the bed cover, a
fragmentof the underlyingsheet, the bed itself, and finally betweenthese and the wall, the
legs of Joseph and his seat. In the upper half the depth is more vigorouslyindicated, for
the body of the ox extends behind the Virginand Christ,while his head is sharplyturned,
almostenface, and broughtforwardto a moreprominentplane. The great thicknessof the
relief slab133
permits a deep modeling of the profile torso and heads of figures which are
practicallydetachedfrom the background,as on the tympanum. The left arm of Joseph,
which was extended to reach the Virgin'selbow, was completelyfreed from the wall, and
has been broken. In the tympanum, however, such consistent choice of the profile of a
torso is almost entirely lacking. It is limited there to one or two elders.
The representationof profilesis still archaic in that it depends on a thick slab which
admitsa carvingof the remoteside of the head in the round. The profileis not a perspective
projectionbut the side of a head carved like a statue, with the whole face quite visible.
The sculptorwishes to reproduce,as far as possible, the entire surfaceof an object, and to
renderhis work equallyintelligiblefrom severalpoints of view. Hence, the lowerparts of
the body are nowherein strict profile. No two legs are permittedto overlapcompletelyas
in a perfectly profiled figure in nature. The axes of the legs deviate from the torso to
producea distinct view of each limb. The shouldersof the Magi are not perpendicularto
the backgroundas the strict profile of their heads and their movementwould suggest, but
are turnedat an angle. Otherwise,it wouldbe necessaryto foreshortenin orderto compress
the breadthof the shoulderswithin the narrowerdepth of relief; and foreshorteningis still
undevelopedin these early sculptures. The haloes are always carved flat against the wall
and set behind the heads of the figuresas if carriedon the remotershoulderor applied to
the concealedside of the face-a convention that persists up to the early Renaissance
period. In a similarway, suspendedor flying draperies,coveringno part of the figure, are
never representedperpendicularto the wall, but are expandedon a parallelplane.
See note 126 above. The head is carved in the slab,
132.
which projects into the space enclosed by the arch, and
also into the arch.

133. More than fifteen centimeters. Cf. the four or five
centimeters of the reliefs of the cloister.
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The observationsmade concerningthe reliefof the Magi apply equally to all the others.
In the death of Dives we see a similar arrangementof figures in front of and behind a
bed (Fig. I16). Only here the pictorial unity is better established,for the group is selfcontained and independentof the adjoining relief of the punishment. The kneeling wife
before the bed and the horizontalplane of the recliningDives are as effectivein creating
depth as the correspondinggroup on the opposite wall. The interception of the lower
bodiesof the demonsby the bed, of the wings of one demonby the right frame,of the angel
by clouds and the lobes of the trefoil arch, suggests a furtherspace behind these figures.
In the adjacent relief (Fig. 115) the nude bust of the unchaste woman emergesfrom the
wall like a console ornamentwithout indicationof the rest of the figure. In the feast of
Dives (Fig. 120) only the upperbody of the servant is seen under an archway,while the
body of the Virginin the Presentationis partly obscuredby Anna and Simeon(Fig. 118).
With all these approachesto a constructionof space, it is neverthelessclear that the
concept of a unifiedspace in which the figuresact, bend, cross and meet, is foreignto the
sculptor. This is especiallyobvious in the upperhorizontalreliefs,in which severalfigures
remote from each other in time and place are groupedtogether as if in one scene. The
continuousmethod does not precludethe organizationof a commonspace, as is apparent
from Roman and Renaissancelandscapes. But in Moissac the figures move before--or,
rather,across-a varyingbackground;on the same band we see Heliopolisand Jerusalem,
or the interior of Dives' house and the tree of Paradise. If the feet of the recumbent
Lazarusand the dogs who lick his wounds are in the house of Dives, the beggar'shead is
alreadyunder the tree of Paradise (Fig. io8).
Even within a single scene, like the Banquet of Dives, despite the commonarchitecture,
each figuremoves in a private space, not consistentlyrelated to the largerplanes of the
whole (Fig. 120). Thus the servant, who seems to emergefrom behind the table, is, with
respect to the arch, nearer to us than Dives, whom he serves. This compositecharacter
of the whole space-the independent construction of each figure in depth-is better
illustratedin the Presentationof Christin the Temple (Fig. 118). Simeonand Josephare
carved under arches; while the two women stand in front of them in a foregroundplane.
But so far is the sculptor from the conceptionof the space as distinct in shape like any
receptaclethat he has contradictedthe impliedsuccessionof planes forplastic convenience.
One arm of the Virgin extends from behind Simeon, who with respect to the common
architecturalbackgroundis behind the Virgin. By an even more remarkableinversionthe
nearest figure, Anna, is the shortest, and the most remote one, of Simeon, the tallest.
This slightly inverted perspectiveis to be distinguishedfrom that of ancient Orientaland
Early Christian art, which sometimes placed large figures above the smaller ones, and
aimed to renderconcretethe differencesin poweror significance.In these earlierarts the
inversionhad spatial significancebecausethe position in an upperpart of a scene denoted
depth as well as a superior importance. In Moissac the differenceof height is not
hierarchal, or purely a perspective device, but, as has already been observed,
it is a consistent element in an art which promotescontrasts in the effort to producean
endless movement and expression of excited energies. When we follow the rhythmical
undulations of the contours of the figures in the scene discussed we arrive at the different
heads without surprise at their inequality; its arbitrariness is dissolved in the pervasive
movement to which the whole has been submitted.
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Smalldetailsof the architecturefurtherrevealthe characterof the style. The two arches
of the Presentationare of unequalspan, and are not realizedwith the same completeness.
The larger arch, at the right, is carried by capitals, whereas the other has no visible
supports. The constructionis lost behind the figures, and even where an unsculptured
surfacemight admit some indicationof the columnor base (as between the feet of Simeon
and the Virgin),it is not represented.In the spandrels,a central turretis flankedby two
rectangularbuildings,which ramp along the arches. Their windows are slightly diagonal,
as if voussoirs of the turning arches. But more interesting is the interception of the
buildingsby the upperframe of the relief. The formerseem to disappearunder the heavy
molding and to pass beyond. That this was designed rather than simply the result of
materialfactorsis evident fromthe successiveshorteningof the windowsas they approach
the frameand the adaptationof the whole groupof buildingsand the largerarchesto the
narrowsurface under the frame. The intersectionhas an obvious spatial effect but it is
also part of an untectonic compositionin which such contrasts and overlappings are
excitingelements.
In the single enclosed scenes, on the other hand, the architectural frames furnish
indicationsof foregroundand backgroundand define the limits of action. Variousmovements and overlappingconfirmthe depth therein created. But a consistent and plausible
constructionis lacking. In the relief of the Magi the animalsare incrediblysituated, while
the ground plane does not accord in its depth with the space suggested above it. The
same contradictionappearsin the Death of Dives. The depth is not uniformlyrealizedor
extensive, and the space thereforelacks a clear configuration.The persistence of a more
primitivezonedperspectiveis not assimilatedby a single high viewpoint.
An approachto an enclosed or uniform space is evident in several details. The trefoil
arches of the lower panels are not flat, but salient in plan, and support a gabled roof of
three sloping sides, which converge toward the vertical axis of the panel. The figures
beneath seem to stand under a sloping canopy. A similar, but more significant, touch
appearson the right side of the feast of Dives (Fig. 120), in the chamferedvertical border
convergingtoward the scene. Had another such wall been placed on the left, the whole
interior would have been clearly defined and a symmetricalbox-like space, a uniformly
deep receptacleof the other masses, would have resulted. But this solution,which implies
a conception of space as an ideal form and artistic means, was not to come until much
later, in the Gothicperiod.
Foreshorteningis likewise more apparent than actual. The horizontal and vertical
planesperpendicularto the wall arereproducedin their full depthratherthan foreshortened.
Lines convergingtowarda centralpoint in the backgroundare unknown. It was possible
to arrangethe folds of the bed so that they producedan effect of recessionby means of
their linear design alone. But this was not admittedby the sculptor,although a matter of
everyday observation. In the roof frame of the Visitation the convergenceof the gable
walls is contradictedby the absence of foreshorteningin the receding windows. It is
obvious that the sculptor conceived of all planes as equally distinct relief surfaces. Just
as he turnedto the side and carved the less visible surfaceof a head as if it were a statue
in the round, he renderedwith equal fidelity to fact, rather than perspectivevision, the
sidesof buildings. In the city of Heliopolis(Fig. Ii 7), whichby its scaleis a symbolof a city
rather than a true backgroundof the idols, the doorway(so small that the figureseven by
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stooping couldnot enter it) is carvedon a vertical plane perpendicularto the background,
and is invisible except to the approachingfamily. It is cut in the very thickness of the
relief. In the house of Dives a similar surface is slightly inclined, so that it appears
foreshortenedto the spectator, althoughitself carvedwithout foreshortening(Fig. 120).
That the sculptorhad some awarenessof linear perspectiveis evident in his treatment
of the left building of Heliopolis (Fig. II7). Having observed the convergenceof the roof
and ground lines of such structures, he has rendered the walls, windows, and roof as
inclining toward the ground, and has shown another side of the building at a much less
obtuse angle than appearsin the buildingsof the cloister. But his representationis so far
from accuratethat we think of the inclination as the result less of a recessioninto depth
than of a peculiardiagonalground. In addition,the proportioningof the idols takes away
all suggestion of verity from the perspectiveof the architecture.
Still another means of creating the effect of space is approachedby the sculptor. To
confirmthe full solidity of the Magi's bodies, of which some parts are completelyinvisible,
the inner sides of their mantles, which envelope these inaccessibleparts, are extendedin
very low relief acrossthe backgroundwall, so that they cast no shadow (Fig. III). In the
same way the star of the Magi (unlike the star in the cloister) is a barely visible petaled
form on the trefoil arch above the Child (Fig. 112), while on the opposite wall the tree of
Paradise (Figs. io8, 120) is carved in very slight salience as if far behind the figures. In
these three examplesthe minimizingof reliefis not occasionedby the thinnessof the object
alone or by other overlappingsurfaces,but an attempt is made to suggest a remoterplane
or location by a limited salience and modeling.
The imageof Heliopolisincludesan extraordinaryrepresentationof an interior(Fig. I 17).
In many mediaeval and even early Renaissance paintings the front wall of a house is
removed so that we may follow the action from within. In Moissac by a more complex
dissectionof the building,the anteriorcolumnand voussoirsof an arch seen in profilehave
been omitted, as in a cross-sectionin modernarchitecturaldrawing.
We may concludefrom this study of the representationof groupsof figuresin Moissac
that neither in the most archaiccapitals of the cloisternor in the more elaborateand fully
realizedfiguresof the porchis there a clear abstractionof an enclosingspace in which the
figures move. But there is, on the other hand, an approachto the separate elements of
such a space, manifest in the more realistic renderingof individual figures. The space is
never presupposedas in later art, and we cannot, therefore,explain the variousdistortions
and illogicalitiesof the worksin Moissacas tentative solutionsof a difficultproblemor the
attempts by an inferiorcultureto representa complexidea. Actually, the idea of a regular,
cubical space in art is very simple, but it is remote from the style of this period which
co6rdinatesseparatefiguresin surfacearabesquesof very intricatedesign. The iconography
demanded some grouping in depth, which was furthered by a greater skill in representation.
But the depth resulted from the construction of separate figures and accessories one by one.
Most important for the later development is the gradual affirmation of horizontal planes
and the construction of architectural frames so salient that the relief seems sunken and its
figures more deeply set within. But beyond such devices the depth is achieved, not by

representation(i. e., foreshortening),but by a scale reproductionof the actual mass of
the object.
*

*

*
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In the construction and surface of this mass the sculptures of the porch have been
developedbeyond the tympanum, in the directionalready intimated in the change from
the styles of the cloister to that of the tympanum. The figures are still further isolated
from the background,and are more plastic, not merely in the sense that their relief is
higher, but that the bodies are more richly modeled and the surfaces of drapery more
deeply and complexlygrooved. The figuresstand, bend, and turn more freely within their
narrowspace.If they are still limitedby a rigidconceptionof the axes, they arenevertheless
much freer than in the cloister and tympanum.
The change is not uniformor equally evident in all the sculpturesof the porch, for two
distincthandswere at workon them. The developmentbeyond the style of the tympanum
is more evident in the large reliefsthan in the upper horizontalfriezes. The latter are the
works of another master with a distinct character,apparent not only in the form and
designof his panelsbut in the very type and expressionof his figures. The individualheads
and draperyforms reproducewith a considerablefidelity the motifs of the tympanum.
The patriarchAbraham(Fig. 121) has the long beard and the flowinglocks of Christ,and
like Him is seated frontally on a great cushioned throne (Fig. 94). His halo is richly
jeweled, and the lower edges of his garment are brokenby two flaringfan-likepleatings,
as on the figureof Christ in the tympanum. The heads of the angels are close replicasof
the symbolof Matthew. The ass of the Flight (Fig. 107) is short-leggedlike the lion and the
bull (Figs. 96, 97). The details of drapery are too obviously like those of the elders to
requirean extensive comparison.But the followingdifferencesmay be noted. The multiplicationof pleats and breaksis less elaboratein the friezesthan in the tympanum,and also
far less imaginativein line. The lowerfolds of Christand Abrahamillustratethe difference
very clearly. With the exception of two examples, on the leg of the Infant in the
Presentation,the doubledfold is absent from the upper zone of reliefs. But this fold was
only infrequentlyappliedon the tympanumitself, and mainly on the taller figures. There
is one detail of costumethat is unknownin the earlierwork. The collarsof Dives (Fig. 120)
and the Infant Christ in the Flight into Egypt (Fig. 119) are fastenedunder the chin and
folded at the sides to form lapels.
The modeling of the heads and the bodies, though apparently as on the tympanum,
produces softer, more rounded surfaces, and lacks the sharp meeting of planes which
accents the quadratureof surfacesin the earliersculpture(Fig. 122).
In the scene of the Presentation the heads are carved with a peculiar expressionof
excitementthat does not appearin the reliefsbelow. The browsare lifted high, the eyes are
wide open and the mouth turnedat the cornersin a faint smile. In the head of Joseph the
effect is one of anxiety, in the others, of joy (Figs. 118, 122). In all of them the resemblance

to the eagerMatthew symbolof the tympanumis evident. The bent legs of the figuresand
the curved or zigzag contoursonly increasethe effect of excitement. The oppositereliefof
Lazarus and Dives is calmer, and the figures less agitated. There the vertical and
horizontal scaffolding of the design accords with the placidity of facial expression
(Fig. I20). It is only in the group of the recumbentLazarusand the angel, which departs
fromthe regularschemeof the adjoiningfiguresin its diagonallines, that we find something
of the gestureand facial movementof the Presentation.
The shortness of these figuresis not an obvious peculiarityof the style as one might
suppose from the contrastwith the elongatedMagi and Virginbelow. A similardifference
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of proportionsis visiblein the lowerrowof eldersand the seraphimundersimilarconditions
of designwithin a single work. The sculptorshave in each case freely adapted the figures
to the height of the relief. A similar duality in canons of proportionsof small and large
figures has been demonstrated in other schools of French Romanesque sculpture by
Laran.34 But in the upper friezesof the porch the figuresare not merely short becauseof
the scale and the horizontal surface, but they have clumsier, heavier bodies than the
correspondingelders. The squatnessof the figurespertainsalso to the domestic and genre
realismof the sculptor,just as the elongationof Christand the seraphimon the tympanum
is a religious dignity, formally accentuated in a style of intense, imaginative linear
movement. In the scenes of banqueting on the capitals of the cloister no figure is
representedactually eating, with the food at the mouth, like the rich wife in the upper
friezeof the porch (Fig. 12o). She recalls Germanicart of the later Middle Ages.135Nor is
Lazarus in the cloister (Fig. 54) so clearly a dying beggar as the clumsy, sore-covered
figurein the porch.136
The masterof the largerporch reliefs was a more skillfuland originalartist. He derives
as obviously as his associate from the art of the tympanummaster. But he has modified
the style of the latter much more freely. His figuresare even more slenderand elongated,
their garmentsof thinner stuff, the folds arrangedin more novel combinations,the heads
modeledin greater detail. There is likewise in the work of this master a greater freedom
in the movements of the figures. A comparisonof the two figures of the Visitation with
the two seraphimof the vision, who are so similarin pose, will make clear the difference
between the style of the tympanum and its later developmenton the porch. The marble
materialof the Visitation may be a factor in the greaterdelicacy of its surfaces; but this
is something we cannot decide. Whereasin the tympanumall folds are lines inscribedon
flat, or broad, smoothly rounded surfaces, and regular pleatings are repeated in simple
ornamentalschemes,more plastic forms appearon these figuresof the porch. The sleeves
of the two womenare casual,ungeometricpouches,brokenby irregularfolds. The section
of the latter variesfromfold to fold and is segmentalratherthan rectilinear.Likewise,the
concentricalternating lap folds which copy those of the right seraph are incised on a
deeper concave surface. The double-incisedforms are employed as on the tympanum,
but are less insistently concentricand prominent. The zigzag and meander contours of
drapery,while they repeat the forms of the tympanum, are smallerin proportionto the
134. Laran (Revue Archdologique, 1907, pp. 436-450;
I9o8, PP. 331-358; 1909, PP. 75-93, 216-249) showed by the

applicationof anthropometricstatistical methods to the
study of the proportionsof a largenumberof Romanesque
figures that within any school of French Romanesque
sculpturethere exist two sets of proportions,one for large
figures and another for small. He verified the apparent
stylistic homogeneityof certaindistinct groups (Languedoc, Burgundy, Auvergne) in proving that this homogeneity varied accordingto the mean deviation of the
proportionsof the figuresof the group. His measurements
of Moissacare not reliablefor statistical overages,since
of the morethan twohundredfiguresof the cloisterand the
fifty or more of the portal we are not told which were
selectedfor comparison.The eldersof the tympanumand
the figuresof the cloister capitals are includedas small

figuresand theirproportionsaveraged,althoughthis smallnessis relativeand the eldersarethreeto fourtimesas large
as thoseof the capitals. The factorsof time andstyle were
also neglectedby Laran, who averaged,as of one school,
the regionalworksof differentstyle and period. But these
errorsof method, while they discreditthe tabulationfor
Languedoc,are less apparentin the treatment of other
regions. Measurementof all the capitalsin Moissacwould
probablyconfirmLaran'sgeneralconclusions,althoughit
might alter his specificfigures.
135. Cf. the figuresof the apostlesin the sculptureof
the Last Supperin the cathedralof Naumburg(c. I245?),
reproducedby Panofsky,DeutschePlastikdes XI. bis dem
XIII. Jahrhundert,
p1.93.
136. Note especiallythe leper'sbell on the porch.
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whole figure, and in places, like the lower edges of a garment, are more closely serried.
On the abdomensof the two figures are small rippling grooves,that appearalso on the
Joseph and Simeonof the Presentation(Fig. ii8). They are unknownon the tympanum,
but are suggestedthere by a more prominentand vigorousfurrowingof the belly folds of
the upperelder next to the right seraph (Figs. 96, 99).
Anotherdetail of the style of the tympanumthat is more extensivelyused on the porch
is the flying,fan-likefold attachedto a long curvedstem, as at the left leg of Christ (Fig. 94).
On the porch it appearsin the garmentsof the Magi, flattened against the wall, and on
Isaiah, Peter, and Elizabeth (Figs. 10o, 129, 131). In the last the lower edge of the tunic

is brokenby a smooth domical fold with patterned, zigzag opening, as in several of the
elders. But it differsfrom the latters' in the position between the feet and in the isolation
of the fold from any stem.
There is one fold on the later figuresof which there is no intimationin the tympanum.
On the right leg of Peter (Fig. 129) and the left of Isaiah (Fig. 131), above the knee, are

incised two lines formingan angle of forty-five degrees. On Isaiah's leg it is repeated to
forma chevronpattern. The same conventionoccursalso on the three Magi (Fig. III).
The modelingof the figuresrefinesand elaboratesthe forms of the tympanum. This is
especiallyapparentin the hands, which are more delicate, and in the wrists, of which the
tendons are indicatedby slight striations. For the vigorousand clearlyblocked-outforms
of the vision are substituted more delicate and flowing surfaces. Comparethe head of
Peter (Fig. 123) with that of any figure on the tympanum, and the greater search for
surfacevariety and movementin the details of the first will be apparent. The sculptorhas
renouncedthe elaborate locks and beards of the tympanum; but while retaining the
archaicsystem of parallel striations and repeatedlocks of hair, he has introducedmore
curvilinearforms. The moustache is not formed as before by hairs parallel to its long
contours,but by spiral cable lines. Spiraland crocketterminationsalreadyappearin the
tympanum,but in the porch they are more commonand less regular.
In the nude figureof the unchastewoman (Fig. II14)we may judge of the changein the
sculptureof Moissac since the carving of the cloistercapitals. The expressivecontrast of
the movementsof her head and legs has alreadybeen observedon the capitals. But if the
earlier sculptors exaggerated the shortness of the figure, the later artist has increased
elongationto inhumanproportions.He has extendedhis observationto numerousdetails
whichescapedhis predecessor,and createda nude femalefigureso elaboratein contourand
surfacebeside the simplernudes of the cloister, and so unforgettablyexpressive,despite
its Romanesquenudity, that were it not in its present context we should not readily
suppose it a work of the earlier twelfth century. A similar nude figure of Luxuria at
Charlieu also seems strangely precocious at this time in its massive articulation and
fluent contours. In Moissac the Romanesque character is evident in the thoroughly
symmetricaltorso of this twisted figure, her parallel raised hands and pendant breasts,
and the regular design of the suckling serpents. At the base of this vigorous plastic
structure,the toad, who devoursher sexualparts, is enclosedby her thighsand the hanging
bodies of the serpents,which unit with the torso to form a beautifulsymmetricalscheme
of fluent lines and bosses. The head is mutilated, but enough remains for us to observe
that the sculptorproducedfeaturesappropriateto the theme and achievedan extraordinary
realism. The inclinedhead and the wavy locks spread out upon the breast and shoulders
are in themselvesan impressivesculpture.
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THE DOORPOSTS

The hand of the same masterappearsalso in the figuresof Peter and Isaiah on the walls
which support the tympanum (Figs. 129, 131). They are of almost identical size but are
placed at unequal distances from the groundand the scallopededges of the jambs. Peter is
higher than Isaiah, but not so close to the door. This inequality is consistent with the
unequal breadth of the jambs and of the two doorways, and implies an irregular,
asymmetricalrelation of the figuresto the adjoiningcusps. That these irregularitieswere
consciouslydesigned is evident from the measurementsof the figuresand the surrounding
architecture. For the left jamb and doorway are togetherequal to the right jamb and
doorway,which are respectivelysmallerand largerthan the correspondingparts on the
other side.136a There can be no question, then, consideringespeciallythe preciseequality
of the two halves of the portaland the structuralidentity of the halves, that the alternating
variations were preconceived,and were conscious stylistic elements rather than purely
technicaldevices.
The extremitiesof the figures correspondto no moldings or prominent architectural
divisions. They are thoroughlyunarchitecturalapplications,independentof the structure
of the wall. There are, however,in the contoursof the two figuressome analogiesto the
scallopedprofileof the jambs, but these contoursare involved with contrastinglines and
are subordinateto diagonal schemes. It is characteristicof the style that the contour of
Peter's right side, which is a symmetrical counterpart,not repetition, of the scalloped
jamb, should be attached to a vertical colonnette. In one sense the architecturemay be
consideredsubordinateto the sculpture,since the abnormalprofileof the jamb is justified
by the movement of the figures rather than the figures by the jamb.137Their aesthetic
effect and specific religious expression presuppose this plastic autonomy. On the west
portal of Chartresthe elongation of the ancestors of Christ is a human paraphraseof
slenderarchitecturalverticals though not determinedby them; in Moissac, the elongated
Peter is an unstable figurewithout an axis or a frame.
This Peter is an ascetic in no way expressiveof the Roman authority embodiedin his
name. The lion on which he treads is hardly observablebeneath his feet. The keys are
sculpturedto form the letters of his monogram,but the taperingleft hand is raisedpalm
outwardbeside it in more humbledeferenceand in contrastingdiagonal movement. His
left leg is a harshdiagonalof unexpectedrigidity,whichis accentedby the hangingmantle
folds, that seem ruled mechanicallyon the stone. The head, almost wrenchedfrom the
shouldersin its violent inclination towards the doorway, forms a contrasting diagonal,
136a. The measurements above the base moldings are:
left jamb, .87 m., left doorway, 1.61 m., trumeau, .72 m.,
right doorway, 1.67 m., right jamb, .8I m. The height of
Peter is I.54 m. (including the lion at his feet), of Isaiah,
with his larger pedestal, 1.66 m., and the breadths of their
slabs, respectively .46 m. and 43 m.
137. The scalloping of the jambs, which appears in
other churches of Southwestern France (see Part III),
should be distinguished from the polylobed arches of
Romanesque and Islamic art. For whereas the individual
scallops of the latter have a clear analogy to the elastic
arched form of the whole, the scalloping of the jambs
produces a line in active contrast with the rigid verticals

of the jambs. It is a distinctly more restless, broken form,
which an academic classicist taste has always found
reprehensible in mediaeval art. By the application of such
scalloping to a jamb beside a trumeau (less prominently
scalloped in Moissac) the doorway becomes an asymmetrical architectural unit without the affirmation of static
support inherent in the common lintel-and-post construction. On the contrary, the doorposts in Moissac are
animated members, of which the movement is accented
by the pleated ribbon meandering on the inner edges
(Fig. 129). The slender colonnettes engaged to these
narrow sides of the jambs are also lobed and broken, in
contradiction of the very nature of the columnar member.
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while both movementsare resumedin the zigzag of the bent right leg on the other side.
This opposition of limbs is the underlying motif which makes the figure so intensely
expressive.The extreme slendernessof Peter, the tenuous, precariouslybalanced figure,
the strivingof the parts to move in differentdirections,the head one way, the legs another,
the hands and arms in similar conflict, are all relevant to one idea, apparentin the head
itself. But the head (Fig. 123) really shows less of the gauntness and ascetic nature, the
painfully achieved, almost reluctant, spiritual submissionthat we infer from the whole.
And it may be said that here the expressionof the characteris lodged primarilyin the
forms.
Comparisonof the saint and the left seraphon the tympanum(Fig. 97) will make clearer
the nature of the forms of Peter which contribute to his powerfulexpressiveness.In the
seraphthe similargesturesand elongationsare of quite differenteffect, for the contrastis
not so thoroughlysustained. His bent legs are parallelto each other. In Peter the right is
bent, the left is extendedstifflyin the oppositedirection,and the feet are partedin further
contrast; whereas in the seraphonly one foot is carved, so that less oppositionof line is
possible. The lion's book and paws at this point only parallelthe legs of the seraphand
prolong their movement. The wings of the beast sweep across the field, connectingthe
lines of the seraph'sbody with other figures. But Peter is isolated, independentof others
who might diminishthe forcefulnessof his own gestures,or reducethem to parts of a larger
scheme. In the seraph there is a dominating inclination or turn of the figure toward
Christ; but in Peter two directions struggle for dominance, the head and upper body
towardsthe doorwayor axis of the portal, the legs away from it. A long pleat flies from
between the legs and issues in a suspendedfold, outside the body contour,on the column
whichboundsthe movementof the figureon the left. The bend of Peter'shead, as already
observed, is violent and agonized as if the muscles of the neck were stretched by this
gesture. The head looks down ratherthan directlybeyond like the seraph's.s38
The differencebetween the two conceptionsmay be illustrated in the surfacesof the
figures. In the seraphthe limbs are equally salient. In Peter this simple treatmentof the
relief is only slightly modified,but with great effect. Whereasthe section of the seraph's
body is at almost all levels a symmetricalcontour,in Peter it is more bulging or convex,
in some places at the left, in others at the right. The knees are not in equal relief. Even
the lion underPeter'sfeet projectsfartherat the left than the right. The greatestrecession
towardsthe backgroundis at the waist. A similareffect is visible on the excited angel of
Matthewin the tympanum.
In the figureof Isaiah, on the other jamb, the forms are essentially the same. But the
contrastingdirectionsof the head and the legs are the simple Romanesqueformulaof the
cloisterand the porch,without the inspiredexaggerationof Peter. Isaiah's legs are turned
toward the reliefs of the porch which fulfill the prophecy inscribedon his scroll; but his
head is turned away from the scrolland the reliefs. This divisionis not an expressionof a
conflictwithin the man, but is a purely formalconceptionthat we have alreadyobserved
in other contexts, with an expressive force independent of the iconography itself. In
138. The
reappears in
facial planes
of the head,

strong, square cutting of the seraph's head
Peter (Fig. 123), but in the latter the chief
meet in a line parallel to the elongated axis
and not perpendicular to it, as on the tym-

panum. Peter's hair is wavy and restless and falls low
upon the brow in the conventional manner of the cloister
and tympanum.
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Isaiah the suspendedscroll is a vertical band which indicates the norm from which this
less animatedfigurebends. Perhapsthe preciseiconographicfunction,evident in the large
inscription,and the proximityof the themes of the Virgin,limited the possiblemovement
of the figure. In Souillacthe marvellousIsaiah, carved by a sculptorof the same school,
carriesa great scroll inscribed only with his name. Perhaps it was also for the sake of
Peter, the patron of Moissac, that the prophet was restrainedand his movement limited
to a conventionalform. The unequal breadth of the two jambs and the compensatory
inequalityof the doorwaysimply some differenceor contrast of the correspondingfigures.
This contrast, whatever its exact motive, confirmsthe "baroque" characterof the later
sculpturesof the porch.
In the miniaturefiguresof Peter and Paul who surmountthe vertical bands of plants
and birdson the beveled jambs framing the outer easterncolonnette,the contrastis even
more explicit and quaint (Fig. 136). In chiasmicoppositionto the largerPeter of the left
doorpostand Paul on the west side of the trumeau, the little Paul is seated on the left
jamb, whereas Peter sits inverted on the right. I have been taught that such petty
irregularitiesof design were a superstitiousconcession to the evil eye, which detested
nothing so much as a perfect craftsman. But in this instance contrast has become a rule,
and in the literal inversionof the patron saint the assistant sculptorhas with one stroke
appeasedthe devil and carriedto a perfectbut absurdconclusionthe consciousformulation
of his master'sstyle.'39
THE TRUMEAU

I did not describethe trumeau after the lintel, despite their architecturalconnection,
because its sculptureis not a part of the original design. That a trumeau always stood
here is evident from the structureof the tympanum and the lintel; but that the present
one was sculptured at the same time as the stones above, is less likely. Its carving is
probably even later than the figuresof the jambs and the side walls of the porch. The
divergencefrom the rest of the portal may be seen not only in the style of its figuredand
animal decoration,but in the moldingsand foliate ornamentas well.
The section of the side jambs is fifty-three centimeters in depth, of the trumeau,
forty-nine. Their profilesalso differ (Fig. 126). In both trumeau and jambs a festooned,
or lobed, colonnetteis engagedto the sides facing the entrance-ways.On the trumeauit is
segmental,and set between angularprismaticmoldings that form a zigzag interruptedby
the central colonnette; on the jambs it is of semicircularsection and is placed on a flat
band with outer chamfers. The trumeau has five scallops on each side, the jambs but
four.'40Their base moldings are also different.141The original impost of the trumeau has

been replacedin recent times by an uncarvedblock of limestone unlike the marbleof the
block below. The capitals of the engaged colonnettes have been preservedand show a
structureand foliate ornamentresemblingthe capitals of the Romanesquewindowsof the
.39. A philosophical Frenchman discovered in the
succession of ascending animals on these jambs-fish,
bird, quadruped, and St. Peter-a Romanesque anticipation of the theory of evolution. See the Bulletin de l'Association Frangaise pour l'Avancement des Sciences et Arts
de Montauban, 1902.
The scallops increase in span as they ascend.
140o.
This produces a more dynamic succession and at the same

time a more harmonious transition to the lintel. Note also
that the scalloping is in contrast to the circular rosettes
of the trumeau rather than concentric with them.
141. The colonnettes of the doorposts have a flatter,
deeper scotia than those of the trumeau. It may be asked
also to what extent these differences were consciously
sought to maintain the general aesthetic character of the
slightly earlier design.
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churchand severalof the adjoiningtower,but in contrastto the deeply undercutplant and
animalformsof the other capitals of the porchand the portal.
The trumeauwas alreadysingled out for special admirationin the fourteenthcentury.
The abbot Aymeric de Peyrac then wrote that this stone and the marble font of the
cloister(now destroyed)were "reputedthe most beautiful, and the most subtly wrought,
and were said to have been broughthere with great cost and labor and even supposedto
have been made miraculouslyratherthan by a man, especiallya simple abbot."'"
It is a marblemonolith,3.52 meters in height and about .72 in width. On its outer face
are carved three superposedcouples of crossed animals (Fig. 130). They are lion and
lioness, contraryto the commondescriptionof them as male alone. The outer animal is
always a lioness,alternatingin directionfrom groupto group. The beasts are mountedon
each other'shaunches,while their tails, distinguishedby a smooth carrot-liketermination
in the female and by a similarform with a pebbled surfaceand a hooked end and lobed
calyx envelope in the male, are interlaced between them on a backgroundof acanthus
rosettes.
On the sides of the trumeauare the elongatedfiguresof Paul and a beardedprophet,
engaged to curved colonnetteswhich terminatein a palmette capital on one side and an
acanthuscapital on the other (Figs. 132-134). The prophetstands with legs crossed,Paul
with a simplerbendingof the limbs. They are compressedwithin the narrowframeformed
by the fore and rear parts of the animals and the back of the pillar, festooned like the
jambs beside it. A series of imbricatedsemicircularscales, which Aymeric thought was
the signature of the abbot Ansquitilius (io85-1115), decorates the back.

The sculpturesareunarchitectural,andbetrayno effortto accentthe static functionof the
pillar. But this indifferenceto physicalstructureis consistentwith the formof the trumeau,
since the latter has itself been designedwithout regard to the expressionof its function,
and even contradicts it. It contains hardly a vertical line. Its contours are scalloped
both in elevationand plan; the colonnettesof its narrowsides are curvedbehindthe figures
engagedto them. The diagonalcrossingof the lions throwsthe plastic accent on recurrent
headsand legs alongthe brokenedgesof the trumeau. The verticalaxis becomesplastically
subordinate,even negative, with the addition of circularrosettes behind the beasts. The
very placing of the figures, on the less visible narrow sides, is also significantof the
unarchitectoniccharacter of the style. But the positive energy and movement of the
tympanumand porch, which imply these willful asymmetries,these irregularforms and
contrasts of the trumeau, are less apparent in the latter.
Male has remarked of the animals that they are more Assyrian than the Assyrian lions
themselves.143They are inferior copies of the symbol of Mark on the tympanum. They
"...
142.
quidem lapis fontis marmoreus et lapis
medius portalis, inter ceteros lapides karum precium, reputantur pulcherrima magnitudine et subtilli artificio fuisse
constructi, et cum magnis sumptibus asportati et labore;
ymo pocius extimantur miraculose ibidemfuisse [constructi],
quod opere hominis, maxime unius simplicis abbatis."
Chronicle, f. i6o vo., col. i, Rupin, op. cit., p. 66, n. 2.
On the marble font, see above, note 68.
143. Aymeric called them leopards, and observed the
existence of a similar sculptured beast in the portal of a
priory of Moissac in CUnac (near Pbrigueux), built by the

abbot

Anquetil

(1085-11I5).

The

church

survives,

but

without trace of such a sculpture. That it was a lion to the
sculptor and not a leopard appears from the close resemblance to the lion of Mark in the tympanum. [The identification of these two species in the Middle Ages is well illustrated in a manuscript of the twelfth century from La
Charit6 (diocese of B6sangon) now in the British Museum
(Add. Ms. 15603); on f. I13 vo. marginal drawings of two
very similar beasts are labelled leo and lipar.] The text of
"perlegi fundacionem dicti prioratus
Aymeric reads ...
[Cbnac]per scripturas antiquas, et reperi quod ipse Asquili-
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have the same peculiarmuzzles, worriedbrows, short legs, and conventionalizedlocks of
hair but lack the energy and powerfulmodelingof their original. Their caterpillarbodies
are surchargedwith the repeatedornamentaldetails which formeda simplefringein the
tympanum. In this fantastic, though not untraditionalrearrangementof the usual portal
lions, they have lost their ferocity. The threat of their animal bodies is diminishedby the
methodicalinvolvementwith each other,by the knotting of their tails, and the attachment
to disks of foliage. The force of the diagonalmovement of the beasts has been dissipated
into a simple pattern and neutralized by their vertical arrangement.Lions are more
effectivelycrossedon a capital of the narthex,wherethe contoursof the beasts are sharply
isolated and intersect in rigorouscorrespondencewith the enclosingvolutes (Fig. 127).
The rosettes carved on the outer surface of the pillar, as backgroundsof the crossed
animals, are weak imitations of the forms of the lintel. The interspaces have been left
bare, the cable omitted, the central knob treated like a button without the crispnessor
variety of the original, and the leaves themselves have been reduced to smaller, softer
patterns, consisting of five spoon-groovedlobes. The eyelets are no longer effective in the
design.
In the figuresof the trumeauthere is an analogousdilutionof the powerfulformsof the
tympanum. They are even more slenderthan the figuresof the porch,but their elongation
is no longera motifof excitementand intensediagonalcontrasts. It is an elegantproportion
in figureswhose movements are languid, almost indolent, versions of their prototypes.144
A similar change is evident in the smoothly undulatingsurfacesof the heads and beards
and the bonelesshands (Fig. 133). The draperieshave the thinnessof certainRenaissance
costumes. The doubledfold has been abandonedfor moreplastic, delicateforms.
If the figures are not adapted to a caryatid function or designed in columnarforms,
they are hardly troubled by the jagged, constrainingstructure in which they have been
embedded. In neither figure does the compressionbetween cusped edges and lions correspond to an inward involvement or sustained constrictionand conflict of forms, or even
the abstractionof vertical themes. They suggest certainkings, with legs crossed,engaged
to the columns of St.-Denis and Chartres,more than their own prototypes in Aquitaine.
Only the unarchitecturaldesign of the trumeauhas concealedthis similarity.
THE ABBOT ROGER AND "ST. BENEDICT"

These two figures,placed high upon the capitals of columnsengaged to the south wall
of the porch, are themselves independent of the latter (Figs. 135, 137). They are not carved
in the wall or even in a salient block which forms an essential part of it, as we might
suppose from the engagement of the column, but are almost detached in high relief on a
thick slab set into the wall subsequent to the construction of the latter. The immediate
background is, in fact, cut (like a flat pilaster) in slight salience from the wall. This private
relief background illustrates at the same time the independence of architecture already
nus, seu ejus contemplacione et procuracione et secundum
formam operis ecclesiepatet, quodipsefecerit quia de similibus
operis et sculturis videtur esse artificiatum, et in portali dicte
ecclesie de Senaco est quidem leopardus, sicut in portali
ecclesie Moyssiacy sculpatus." Chronicle, f. i59 vo., col. 2,
f. i6o ro, col. i, and Rupin, op. cit., p. 69, n. 9.

144. Paul has the posture of the seraphim of the tympanum; the prophet is similar to the Isaiah in Souillac,
and more remotely to the angel of Matthew in the
tympanum.
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analyzed in the sculpturesbelow, and also the persistenceof an earliermethod of relief
even in figureswhichby theirsaliencesuggesta completedetachmentfromthe background.
The two figures exist in a space more emphaticallyconstructedthan any we have seen
below. Their feet are firmlyplanted on a deep, horizontalground,and are exaggeratedin
mass and flatness, as if to underlinethe newly achievedstance in space. In the trumeau,
the feet of the prophet (Fig. 132) are still suspendedin the archaicmannerof the cloister,
and on the jambs,Isaiah stands upon a slopingledge (Fig. 131). Anotherhorizontalsurface
confirmsthe depth of the figureson the columns; it is the slab above their heads, which
was probablydesigned to protect them, but serves also to define the depth or projection
of the stage on which they stand. In the descriptionof the capitals of the cloister an
analogouseffectwas observedin the projectingconsoleabove the head of Nebuchadnezzar
(Fig. 23); but there the saliencewas very slight and the correspondinggroundplane still
undeveloped.
The postures of the two figures also imply a development of spatial forms. By their
religiousoffice and significancethey are bound to a frontal position and an ideal repose,
like the abbot Durandin the cloister (Fig. 4), but the abbot Rogerlooks up to the left and
the head and shouldersof St. Benedict are turned towardsthe right, althoughtheir glance
has no perceptibleobject. If we comparethem with the opposedapostles on a single pier
of the cloister(Figs. 5, 6) whoseheads are turnedto each other,we see that the morerecent
figures are less bound to the wall and that their arms, if parallel to the latter, are less
constrainedby this archaicprocedure. The immobilityof the two men contrastswith the
figuresof the tympanum,as if by this liberationof the mass, all the energyof line had been
sacrificed.But this iconographicimmobility is distinct from the stiffness of the cloister,
whichwas an unnatural,imposedrigidity,whereasBenedictstands humblywith an ascetic
quietude and detachment,and the physically mediocreRoger, in his massive pyramidal
costume,has an air of energy and assertion. They are portraitsof contemporarymonastic
figuresof the contemplativeand active life.
The dominationof the mass of the figuresis a further developmentof the style of the
porch. Instead of a complicatedcourseof pleatingsat the edgesof the costume,the sculptor
has accented the larger, plastic undulation of the mass of the garment about the legs.
In Benedict the folds are simpler, softer, more natural forms; the sleeves are deeply
hollowedto expose the ends of an inner garment. The contoursof both figureshave been
simplifiedand roundedto producea clearer,more definitesolid.
Despite this simplificationand immobility,the charactersof the earlierstyle persist to
some degreein the two figures. Roger is placed to the left of the slab rather than in the
exact center,like Durand,and his name, BEAtuS ROTgERIUSABBASis inscribedat the
right. If he wears the symmetricalcostumeof an abbot, it is no longer disposedin its ideal
or typical orderbut is stirredby an accidental asymmetryof the parts. The turn of the
abbot's head is contrary to the inclination of his staff. The authoritative hand is not
rigidlyparallelto the backgroundlike his predecessor'sbut is bent back in a morenatural
gesture. The ascendingdiagonallines of his costume are crossedby other angularforms.
Large, vigorous pleats are placed asymmetricallyon the lower edge. In Roger we see a
realistic asymmetryimposed on an iconographicallysymmetricalobject, as in Durand a
naturalsymmetrywas reproducedwith an effect of abstract ornamentalinvolvement.
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Benedictis a slightly taller,moreslenderfigure than Roger, but no more closely related
to the earlier reliefs of the porch. The two figuresare so differentin expressionthat it is
difficultat first to see their commonauthorship. This differenceattests the developmentof
the style which could conceive such personalinterpretationsof a historicaland an almost
contemporaryfigure.
There are no figuresbelow quite like them, but their stylistic charactersuggests either
a later work of the master of the horizontal friezes of the porch or of a sculptor closely
related to him. The morerecent date is evident in purely materialdetails like the relation
of the slabs of these figuresto the surroundingwall, as well as in the plastic development
of the figures. The modelingand perspectiveof the hands and sleeves of Benedict is of a
naturalismbeyond that of the lowerporch reliefs. The inscriptionbeside Roger has larger,
rounder,moreplasticletters than the inscriptionof Isaiah (Fig. 131). The formsof A and R
are especiallynoteworthyin their suggestionof early Gothic majuscules.

